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Solomon's Rod<

Mark Huber

If you needed a covert location to play cards at Wittenberg College in the 1840s,
away from the watchful eyes of the faculty, "Solomon's Rock" provided the place. A
gang of card players discovered just that when they began to use the room created by
some large cliffs at the south end of the college to "indulge their nefarious practices ad
libitum."1 The name did not come, however, from a famous student or successful

card player but rather from an esteemed preacher of morality and president of the
Board of Directors, Solomon Ritz.2 The rock provided a natural shelter on the
relatively clear campus, where Ritz had once jested that the fissure be covered over
and used to accommodate the students in light of the expensive endeavor of building
the first college edifice.3 The irony that this den of card playing was named for
someone who spent his life preaching against such evils was not lost on his
contemporaries. In fact, one observer suggested that, "if ever this place be
appropriated to the students [Solomon] should be prepared with a scourge of small
cords to drive these money-changers out of the temple."4

Few have heard of this early frontier pastor, for whom a rock was named, and
even fewer know the extent of his accomplishments. Like many characters
throughout history, he has been viewed as playing a smaller role in a bigger drama.
Even so, for those who knew him during his lifetime it would have been difficult to
push Solomon Ritz out of the limelight.

As a self-characterized evangelist, he constantly sought out new areas in which
to organize congregations and form new parishes,s Throughout his thirty-eight years
in the ministry he served as a pastor of seventeen congregations, many of which he
organized himself, as he preached in pulpits spanning five states. A hard preacher to
ignore, a colleague not too fond of Solomon scoffed: "He always measured his success
in preaching by the wetness of his under clothes when he was done. If they were dry
he reproached himself for not having 'cried aloud'."7 In addition to his colorful
preaching style he was known for his enthusiastic support, and advocacy for, such
divisive issues in the Lutheran church as "revivals, protracted meetings, prayer-
meetings, family-worship, [and] temperance."s

These activities made him a natural ally of the similarly minded Ezra Keller,
president of Wittenberg College. As a result of their ideological similarities Solomon
poured his energy into Wittenberg and greatly helped to sustain the institution during
its formative years. He acted as the first agent for Wittenberg College, collecting the
funds the infant institution needed to survive, and also served as a member of the
Board of Directors.9 Through his aiding of revivals and other events at Wittenberg,
Solomon's charisma and energy made him a natural favorite of the students. He also
earned the respect of Keller and the rest of the Board, and when Keller died
prematurely in 1848, Solomon preached the funeral sermon.1°
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A constant follower of the ever-expanding frontier, Solomon eventually left
Ohio to seek out new and more spiritually destitute places in which to exhort the
gospel. His success in organizing Lutheran congregations led him through Iowa,
Illinois, and Indiana. Not finding any Lutherans to organize in the furthest stretches of
Iowa, he took up farming for two years, preaching on the weekends to anyone and
everyone who would listen.11 Solomon spent the remaining years of his life
preaching, returning to Ohio and to some of the churches he had organized

previously.
History has been able quietly to tuck Solomon Ritz away into the vast recesses

of the past. His contemporaries, however, would have had difficultly ignoring him.
Passionate, personable, and pious, Ritz dedicated himself to his work and life, building
up the church and spreading the gospel wherever he went. The impressive number of
Lutheran churches left in his wake offer a silent testimony to his noisy life.

Another silent testimony to Solomon's life also remains. Somewhere south of
Wittenberg University lies "Solomon's Rock," waiting for a new gang of card players.

12
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Pious vs. Holy:
The Relationships and Differences Between

the Lives of Laywomen and the Lives of
Female Saints That Depict the Evolution

of Sanctity in Byzantium

Jenny Burns

Those holy women who came to be revered in Byzantium demonstrate that
there were many paths to sanctity in the Christian East. Sanctification1 was a
possibility not just for consecrated virgins, but for wives and mothers, and even

for former prostitutes.
-- Alice-Mary Talbot, "Women"

"The arena of virtue...is open to women no less than to men, and God the prize-

giver generously grants the rewards and victory crowns to both sexes equally.
Neither sex, nor fortune, nor weakness of the body, nor differences in station, nor

anything else is an obstacle for entering the contests to those who desire to do
so...nor does the master of the games accept those who have chosen celibacy over
those who bear the yoke of marriage."2 This quote, from the vita of Saint Mary the
Younger, addresses the question of what constituted sanctity in Byzantium,
especially, what constituted female sanctity. Estimated to have been written after
1025 A.D., the vita of St. Mary the Younger provides historians with an essential key
to unlocking this mystery.3 Earlier Christian women saints were either martyrs,
ascetics, or at least celibate; however, St. Mary the Younger achieved sainthood even
though she was a married laywoman with children.4 What brought about this change
in the requirements of sanctification for women? I propose that a combination of
several factors, which will be elaborated on later, led to the reluctant sanctification of a
handful of married women. The change in the characteristics necessary for female
sanctity from asceticsm to simply the requirement of living a good secular life, which
can be seen in the selection of vitae used in this study, along with the lack of more
iaywomen saints like St. Mary, aid the argument that the change in what constituted
female sanctity in Byzantium was a reluctant experiment, one that the church deemed
unnecessary to continue further. To prove this, it is necessary to examine the vitae of
several female saints who can be representative of differing reasons for sanctity.
Additionally, it is important to illustrate how these women, who became the models
of Christian ideals, reflected or molded the societal values that affected the lives and
religious commitment of laywomen in Byzantium.

The evolution of the characteristics of sainthood can be examined somewhat
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chronoIogicaily through the lives of St. Synciectica, a 'desert mother' of early
Byzantium and through the changes in female sanctity that appear in the vitae of St.
Mary the Younger and St. Thoma s of Lesbos, two married laywomen that achieve
sanctity although they remained married, lived in the secular world, and in St. Mary's
case, bore children, whose vitae were written around the tenth century. It is also
imperative that, while studying what made these women "holy" in the eyes of the
Byzantine Orthodoxy, one also must investigate the relationships between the values
present in the vitae and those that affected laywomen of the time. It is important,
however, to restrict analysis of this topic to urban women because the few existing
primary sources concerning women seem to revoDe exclusively around city life. This
study will utilize the vitae of the female saints mentioned above, along with several
other primary sources, in an effort to elaborate on the changes in reasons for female
sanctity, in order to draw connections between these religious changes and what was

occurring at the time in Byzantine secular society. Furthermore, the focus of this
work is on the changes in the characteristics of female sanctity, which occurred
between the ninth and eleventh centuries A.D.; nevertheless, to fully examine the
reasons for this change, earlier periods in Byzantine history must also be studied to
some extent.

The first female saints were martyrs to the persecution of the Christian faith.
These women martyrs were able to achieve sanctity along with men because only
"under persecution could women realize an equality with men; neither the imperial
authorities nor Christians themselves recognized any difference of sex in this context
of suffering."5 However, martyrdom as a method for achieving sanctity ended with
the decline of the persecution of Christians in the fourth century.6 From then on,
prevalent in vitae of female saints is the necessity of having "male" characteristics to
make oneself holy. Most female saints were martyrs, ascetics, or hermits, like
Syncletica, a 'desert mother.' She lived as a hermit in the Jordanian Desert during the
early period of Byzantium, and when discovered by Silas, she appears to be a man, or
a eunuch, but not a woman, so dedicated to asceticism she had been.7 "The ideal for
saintly women was to deny their femininity and emulate men; some female ascetics
[like Syncletica] ate so little that their breasts shriveled up and their menstrual periods
ceased."s Thus, through starvation, they made their bodies into as "male" a vessel as

possible, and they did this to combat the negativity associated with being female in
the quest for sanctity. Neophytos the Recluse, the creator of the monastery of the
Enkleistra near Paphos in Cyprus, was considered a "Cypriot holy man," and he wrote
a good deal on women and sanctity in the twelfth century. 9 "Saintly women require
not only a denial of sexuality (as is the case with male saints), but a denial of their
very sex. In the light of which it is justified to conclude that Neophytos' 'good
women' are 'good' precisely because they have ceased to be 'women'.'u° He also

removes femininity from those women he deemed "good" by neutralizing their
sexuality through emphasis on their virginity, old age, or unmarried status,u If that
which gives woman her sexuality is removed, then she "has been rendered
powerless--therefore good." 2 Furthermore, for Neophytos, the preservation of
virginity in women became the defining characteristic of those virgin women who
achieved sainthood. "Even though other means of achieving sanctity are
acknowledged, virginity is by far their most often praised qualification, placed higher
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than even female saint's faith or martyrdom."13 Taking on the characteristics of a man

or an un-gendered person, was a reoccurring task that early Byzantine female saints
had to accomplish to achieve sanctity.

The rejection of female sexuality that was essential to female saints like
Syncletica became a model for Byzantine women who sought a alternative to
marriage. "Christianity certainly offered women some scope for involvement in the
life of their community. In particular, they found a role in the ascetic
iife...'Christianity became a liberating force in the lives of women' via the search for
God through renunciation."14 The church supported women who chose virginity and
a life committed to God over marriage. "The threat of marriage and ensuing
procreation frequently prompted women to assert their spiritual vocation. Since
celibacy was still held to be superior to the exercise of sexuality, they continued to
commit their virginity to Christ in a ceremony that established the spiritual equivalent
of marriage...the expression of a strong religious commitment could transform the

regular pattern of female existence."is Additionally, it was not uncommon for women
to have been married, had children, and once their children had grown, then become
celibate and enter a convent to devote themselves to Christ through an ascetic
existence. s Although asceticism became a model for women in Byzantium, the
majority of women were by no means encouraged to venture forth into the desert like
Syncletica, for not only could they endanger themselves, they could also disrupt the
hermitages of male monks and become a sexual temptation; instead, women "were

urged to create their own 'desert', a place free from the demands of the world, within
their own home or in a house shared with other women." 7 Therefore, ascetic

women most often entered convents or at least lived with other ascetic women.
These female groups formed a sort of replacement for the family these women had to
renounce because of their ascetic form of religious commitment, which separated
them from the majority of women who lived as wives and mothers.18

Piety, however, was a unifying ideal characteristic for Byzantine women,
whether they were nuns or wives, because it was a socially acceptable form of
religious commitment. Piety, as understood in this study, is a characteristic that was
highly valued in Byzantium and was displayed through Christian acts, such as prayer
and charity. Charity was the most common means of displaying piety in women.
"Charity was an activity that everyone was supposed to perform in imitation of Christ
and his saints, and...giving to the poor (or to the church) amounted to giving to
Christ."19 Additionally, because hagiography consistently depicted charity as an
important saintly characteristic, people were compelled to emulate saints through
philanthropic activities.2° Though men did partake in charitable activities, it was
women, especially, who were known for it; Angeliki E. Laiou, in her article,
"Observations on the Life and Ideology of Byzantine Women," states that "the blend
of pragmatism and piety is, I think, particularly striking in the case of women."21
Laiou then sees pious acts as an integral and rather socially required of "good
women." This was probably true because charity was one of few socially acceptable
reasons for women to leave the home and enter the public realm so that they couid
interact with people outside their families.22 Charity was also acceptable for women
because it was a religious activity, which seems to be the only reason that well-bred
women, in particular, were allowed to intermingle with their community, though
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most women of means gave charity in the form of donations of funds/3 Furthermore,
"Christian women...inherited a tradition of service dedicated towards the relief of
poverty and illness, creating forms of a more private religious expression..."24 That
women's religious commitment occurred increasingly in the private and domestic
realm was a product of the limitations that men and the church placed on women's
ability to hold official, public positions in the church.

The only official position that women were able to hold in the church was that
of deaconess, which was developed in the early days of Christian Byzantium. The
church held that deaconesses had to be over the age of sixty (or later, forty) and have
been known as extremely pious women.25 Thus, the women who were allowed to

partake in this official role in the church had been sufficiently desexualized by old age
and menopause. Originally, when the Byzantine Empire was first Christianizing,
women were needed to baptize adult women through triple immersion because
modesty and decency dictated that male priests could not do this.2s However, once
infant baptism became the norm, deaconesses were no longer needed to fulfill this
capacity. They then became simply a group of women who were known as nurses,
givers of charity, in effect, social workers, and they survived as an order until the
twelfth centuryF It is important to understand that the order of deaconesses was
small, and that most Byzantine women performed charity within their domestic role
as wife and mother.

As discussed, piety in women was most commonly expressed through charity, a
rather private form of religious commitment. Piety in Byzantine women increasingly
occurred in the domestic realm, thus reflecting the change in the tenth century in what
was considered "holy" according to the hagiographical texts concerning female saints.
At this time, a handful of female saints, especially St. Mary the Younger who lived in
the tenth century, found sanctity through living good "female" lives in the domestic
realm of society. Charity and pious activities, such as church attendance and prayer
became defining saintly characteristics for these elevated women. That women such
as St. Mary the Younger and St. Thomais of Lesbos were elevated to sainthood is
especially important because they were married women who remained married and
were still seen as able to become saints. Because this was such a departure from the

traditional ideas of female sanctity, such as the need for virginity, or at least chastity,
and asceticism, the vitae of these married women who became saints are extremely
valuable to the historian seeking to discover the ideals that Byzantine society held for
women. At least locally, these pious housewives, inspired cults. St. Mary and St
Thomais "provided attractive role models for the secluded women of the Byzantine
Empire. Asceticism in remote hermitages or even retirement to a convent was not an
option for many women, but most could identify with Thomais and Mary, emulate
their piety and charity, and if necessary, bear with fortitude the miserable existence of
a 'battered wife.''2s This is especially mentioned in the vita of St. Mary when all the
women of Vizye came to her deathbed.29 Obviously, charity and prayer are among
the most pious activities that these women partook in, but beyond that, their vitae
depict them as good secular women, as good wives and mothers, even though they
were beaten by their husbands. "The cases of St. Mary and St. Thomais showed that
it was possible to achieve sanctity outside the confines of a hermitage or convent,
through unusual devotion to the poor as well as patient endurance of adversity." °
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Additionally, the vitae depict the domesticity of St. Mary the Younger and St. Thoma s
of Lesbos. St. Mary is described as, "the image of meekness, the pillar of moderation,
the exemplar of love of God, the model of charity, the paradigm of piety for
everyone."3I While also portrayed as "flushed with the proper modesty with regard to
ai!," St. Mary is the image of a good wife because of "her good housekeeping, her
industriousness, the plainness and simplicity of her dress, her temperance at the table,
and all other artless <aspects of her iife>."32 St. ThomaYs was known for her skill at
weaving and for v lthstanding the beatings of her husband well.33 These two women,
St. Mary the Younger in particular, are portrayed as saints whom could most likely be
emulated by other women. They display the valued characteristics of piety and
modesty, among other qualities, that Byzantine laywomen could aspire to. Unlike
many other female saints, St. Mary lived a good secular life; it would be much more
realistic for other women to seek to imitate her charity toward others and her
devotion to her husband than it would be to leave their lives behind and try to live
like Syncletica as a desert ascetic. However, true as this may be, the vita of St. Mary
the Younger does make mention of the worth of fasting, though nowhere near the
extent that the ascetics took it. "As for her diet, when her husband was with her, she
observed only the forty-day fasts. But when he was away on campaign, she abstained
from meat at all times, pretending it was because of her husband's absence, but in
truth because of the benefits of fasting."$4 This is an example of how she, and St.
Thoma s as well, endeavored to live a "semi-monastic" life within their domestic and
secular lives.35 Although the vitae of St. Mary and St. ThomaYs, demonstrate these
traits of the former standard of asceticism, they are not the focus and are not cited as
the reason these pious housewives were sainted. No, these women were sainted

because they were the image of holinesses and piety within the realm in which
society dictated they should exist. "Despite everything [beatings! they uphold the
ideal of Christian marriage. Their example gave spiritual value to a woman's role in
marriage, which, if not lacking, was underplayed...dais model of the good wife
replaced that of the female ascetic as the ideal of female sanctity."3s For this reason, it
follows that women and the family were becoming increasingly important in
Byzantine society.

Perhaps the characteristics that constituted female sanctity did not change;
rather, they were created. If early female saints only achieved sanctity by denying
their very gender, their femininity, then can it not be considered that they became
saints because they ceased to be women? The church saw fit to elevated them to
sainthood because they had cleansed themselves of both their femininity and very
womanness, in other words, what made them unfit for sainthood, and in their quest
for holiness, they became, in essence, men. Therefore, when the church elevated
married and rather youthful women who were also mothers in the tenth and eleventh
centuries to sainthood, it can be interpreted that they were, for the first time, deeming
that women could achieve sanctity as women and not only as women emulating men.
However, this change in dogma was reluctant, and though it occurred with the
sainthood of St. Mary the Younger and St. ThomaYs of Lesbos, few, if any, other
women achieved sainthood under similar circumstances. Additionally, St. Mary the
Younger and St. Thoma s of Lesbos, the married women saints, never gained much
popularity among the women of Byzantium, their cults remained local, their Lives
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only survive in one or two copies, and few, if any, icons of them are known. 7
Perhaps the sainthood of St. Mary the Younger does not represent the church's
changing ideas on women's ability to achieve sanctity as many historians believe, for
it is evident in the vita of St. Mary that the ecclesiastical authorities had extreme
reservations about the sanctity of St. Mary. "'For,' said the archbishop, 'we know this
woman to have been good and her life to have been virtuous; but we cannot believe
that she has been found worthy of such grace. God has granted the ability to perform
miracles to chaste men, holy monks, and martyrs. She, on the other hand, lived with
a man, and did not change her mode of life, nor did she ever do any great or
extraordinary things. Whence her power to perform miracles?''38 Instead, could it be
possible that the church made her a saint to combat the adverse effects that the
former ideal of female holiness through virginity and chastity had on the patriarchal
society of the Byzantine Empire? Perhaps the religious ideal of asceticism led to
problems within the secular realm of Byzantine society, problems that the church may
have later sought to resolve through a new model for female sanctity.

The earlier Byzantine religious ideal of asceticism, when practiced by women,
defined a good and pious woman as one who rejected family, marriage, and even
femininity itself. This ideai was perpetuated in the vitae of female ascetic saints,
which became a vehicle for spreading the stereotype of the holy ascetic woman as the
only route to sanctity for women. This was especially evident in the fourth and fifth
century hagiographical texts. "Christian authors emphasized the ideal of virginity or,
failing that, chastity within marriage..."3 The focus of what was holy for women was
the renunciation of what made a woman a woman in Byzantium: her sexuality, her
role as a wife, and her role as a mother. At this time, even the charitable acts that
laywomen partook in as a socially acceptable pious activity, were far beneath the
renunciation of femaleness in the characteristics of sanctity. "But in fourth- and fifth-
century texts, the focus is more often on the self-denial and endurance of the ascetic
hero than on her or his good works. Ministering to the sick attracted less praise than
patient endurance of one's own, perhaps revolting, illness."4° Another problem that
arose from idealizing the ascetic woman is that if a woman's role in society was to
marry, produce children, and run a household and if the very definition of holiness for
women demanded the rejection of all of these things, what did their role become?
The answer lies in these women's revocation of their gender as and their
metamorphosis into a being that was "socially invisible as a woman."41 This
contradiction is explained quite well by Gillian Clark in her essay, "Women in
Asceticism in Late Antiquity: The Refusal of Status and Gender." "There were few
opportunities for a woman to be a hero. The denial of gender can be read as a simple
refusal to believe that femaleness has anything going for it. As a bishop once said to
his deacon, who had asked about the remarkable woman Olympias, 'Do not say
'woman': say 'what a remarkable human being,' for she is a man despite her outward
appearance.' If you live in a culture which has no role models for women except the
virtuous wife and the temptress, it is not surprising for you to reject identity as a
woman to aim for identity as a hero."42 So if these holy ascetic women were, in

effect, not women any longer, they gained power and independence, which were
unintended consequences of the ascetic ideal. "In their Christian commitment one can
get an impression of female force, and in the way this was handled by society one
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senses a male appreciation of something with potentially dangerous proportions."43
Independence in women, though found through religious commitment, was not
something that Byzantine society would have wanted to foster. Nevertheless, the
church supported female asceticism wholeheartedly, and in some ways set out to
present marriage as a "spiritually inferior form of life," as Jerome said, which was a
result of elevating asceticism. "Over there the babies are prattling, the children hang
on her for kisses, the accounts are being added up, and the money got ready for
payment. Here a posse of cooks, girded for action, is pounding meat, and a crowd of
weaving-women chattering. Then a message comes that her husband has brought his
friends home. She circles the rooms like a swallow: is the couch smooth? Have they
swept the floor? Are the cups properly set out? Is dinner ready? Tel1 me, where in
all this is the thought of God? (AgainstHelvidius 20, PL 23. 214)."44 Although this
woman is certainly the model of a good wife in Byzantium, she is inferior because she
is married. Furthermore the church "supported the establishment of convents, the
devotion of young girls and widows to celibacy against the social pressures of
marriage, and the practice of the spiritual marriage...These developments gave
women new possibilities for expressing female sanctity within society and even
within marriage, possibilities which were quickly exploited."45 And as we will see,
these possibilities were most certainly exploited by women. Women gained some
forms of independence in their rejection of pressures to marry using the excuse of
devoting themselves to a celibate existence. In some social classes, such as the elite
class of Constantinople, this caused a demographic crisis because there were too few
marriageable women of high birth because too many had been committed to virginity
and a religious life.4 In Byzantine society, female independence and the ability for
women to refuse pressure to marriage were not things that the patriarchal society
valued or wanted to perpetuate; perhaps these secular consequences of the ascetic
religious ideal, were reasons for changing paths to female sanctification.

As the ascetic religious ideal for women lived on, the adverse effects discussed
above influenced the church to take action to rework its concepts of the holy and
pious woman. Eventually, it took steps to reverse the idea that marriage (and the
sexual intercourse that ensued) was inferior. The legal valorization of marriage
occurred with the publication of the Ecloga, a law code, in 741, which identified the
family as the most important social institution.47 Additionally, marriage was
valorized in the eyes of the church in the eighth century as well, and with this the
church recognized "marriage not only as a necessary institution (a recognition that
came rather early) but also as the proper and blessed state for a woman."48 This gave
women's role recognition and began "the evolution of a model that gives women a
positive role within the institution of marriage, an evolution that may most easily be
seen in the changing concept of female holiness."49 Additionally, because of the need
to instill faith in women that their role was indeed a good and proper one, one can
surmise that the church sought to achieve this by invoking the power of hagiography;
this experiment was undertaken with the elevation of married laywomen, like St.
Mary the Younger, to sainthood. However, the change began with the sanctification
of women like St. Matrona, who was married and had a child, but was able to achieve
sanctity later in life after she had left these things behind9 As stated above, this
phenomenon came to a climax with the sanctification of St. Mary the Younger and St.
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Thomais of Lesbos. St. Mary's vita, especially, seems to have been written with the
motive of proving that "charity was a prime virtue; extreme abstemiousness and
asceticism in a married woman were not..." because "the whole story revolves around
the idea that a married woman may nonetheless achieve sanctity, and that marriage is
not only the normal way of life, but also a good state to be in." 51 However, this left
the church contradicting itself in the characteristics necessary for female sanctity.

In Byzantium, contradictory positions in church teachings were prevalent
throughout the Empire's existence. The church's position concerning women taught
that the Virgin Mary, a mother and married woman, was the most holy of women,
but at the same time, it only allowed women who had renounced that role and their
very "womarmess" to be elevated to sainthood and deemed holy. "There was always
a tension in Byzantium between the Christian acetic ideal of virginity and celibacy,
and the promotion of marriage, which provided a legitimated outlet for sexual
relations and the procreation of children, indispensable for the perpetuation of the
population. Marriage was, after all, a sacrament of the church, and the family was the
basic unit of society. The most important role of women was to bear children, and it
as mothers that they are most often praised."s2 The new form of female sanctification
that the church recognized, with the elevation of St. Mary the Younger to sainthood,
represents not a total revolution in the characteristics of sanctity in women, but
instead, an experiment in it. This would serve to combat the trend of women
retaining virginity, which the church had always supported, in order to gain
independence, something that the Byzantine patriarchal society could not condone. St.
Mary the Younger represents the long valued secular characteristics of a good woman,
and she is sainted in hope that, by giving women the model of a saintly mother and
wife, they would no longer seek to break out of this role for religious reasons.

One may argue that this line of reasoning is flawed, that women already had a
holy model of motherhood to emulate in the Virgin Mary. The cult of the Virgin May
developed in the fifth century; the church depicted Mary, the Theotokos, as "an
indisputably good woman as well as a mother..." which "inspired a model of
maternal and familial Christian dedication."53 Additionally, the Theotokos became an
extremely important model for Byzantine women; hence, the many images, such as
icons of her displaying motherhood through the depiction of Jesus in her arms, that
survive today. 4 However, women could not truly aspire to be like the Virgin Mary,
for she was a part of the holy family and above all people. However, women could
aspire to be like a saint like St. Mary the Younger. The hagiographer depicts St. Mary
the Younger as the incarnation the Virgin Mary in many ways. As the Virgin Mary
gave birth to Jesus, St. Mary the Younger also gave birth to holy sons, Stephen who
changed his name to Symeon, an ascetic monl< and later priest, and Vannes, who
became St. Marinos. "It was indeed meet and proper that such sons should have been
born to such <a mother>, holy ones from the holy one, admirable ones from the
admirable one, kind ones from the kind one, sainted sons from the sainted <mother>,
for they have been dedicated to God at birth, or rather even before birth, since their
mother had dedicated herself to God ever since she was a baby, out of her own free
will, and had become a dwelling place for all the virtues that delight the Lord of all."Ss
Additionally, St. Mary is likened to the Virgin Mary in her vita, and like the Virgin
Mary, she is described as one who can intervene on the behalf of people. She is
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referred to as "revered mother Mary," which is an extremely strong similarity with
how the Virgin Mary is referred to.56 However, St. Mary the Younger was a married
woman, and unlike the Virgin Mary, partook in all which that state entailed, including
sexual intercourse. This seems to be the most difficult aspect of St. Mary's life for the
church to deem saintly. Her hagiographer makes this evident in the vita. An
archbishop and a monk speak out against naming Mary a saint. The monk is quoted
stating, "It is not possible for someone who lives a secular life, eats meat, and enjoys
the pleasures of marriage to receive from God the grace of working miracles, while
monks, who deprive themselves of every pleasure, who are mortified and distressed
in everything, who, on top of that, devote themseDes to singing hymns day and night,
are not deemed worthy of such grace."57 This contradicts with the opening
statements in the vita: "Although she was a woman, although she was married and
bore children, nothing hindered her in any way from finding favor with God: neither
the weakness of <female> nature, nor the annoyances of wedlock, nor the needs and
cares of childrearing. To the contrary, it was these things which gave her the occasion
to find favor <with God>, and thus proved that those who believe and claim that such
things form an obstacle to virtue are foolish and create pretexts for sins."ss The vita of
St. Mary the Younger exists as a document of the contradiction between the
traditional views of the church and the "experimental" ones that, according to the
hagiographer, allow a woman such as Mary to become a saint. Additionally, because
this phenomenon never became widespread, it can be assumed that the church did
not want people who partook in sexual intercourse, even in the most respected of
ways, to become saints.

However, an interesting connection can be made from this discussion to the lack
of new women saints after those that were made saints around the same time as St.
Mary the Younger. "There were very few new female saints in Byzantium after the
mid-tenth century, although male saints continued to proliferate, especially in the
Palaiologan period. Instead, there is much praise of the good wife and mother, the
pious laywoman who engages in charitable works...The model for a woman's life
very clearly had become that of a good wife and mother. This evolution was possible
because the church had accepted fully, since at least the ninth century, both marriage
and the sexual relations it entails."s9 The church's acceptance of marriage and "the
sexual relations it entails" can be seen in the vita of St. Mary the Younger. Her Life is a
reflection of the church's changed views on women, the importance of motherhood,
and the valorization of marriage, which would be consistently preached for years to
come; however, that St. Mary the Younger achieved sanctity for those same
characteristics would not be widely publicized, thus her cult remained local, few, if
any, images remain of her, and her vita only survives in one manuscript. SimiIarly, the
vita of St. Thomais of Lesbos, who is the other prime example of a married woman
who becomes a saint while remaining married, survives in only two manuscripts,s°

However, that these two married women achieve sanctity no matter what the
circumstances behind their elevation is an important occurrence in women's Christian
history.

Because the trends toward keeping women in the home, the increased value in
Byzantine society of the family, and the great importance placed on motherhood all
correspond to the changing definition of what was saintly and holy in Byzantine
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female saints, it can be believed that the relationship between the lives of holy
women and the ideals that iaywomen tried to emulate in their own lives is a close one
indeed. As discussed, however, this different type of sanctity in Byzantine women
did not simply occur because it was a reflection of the ideal role for most women;
church dogma does not change that drastically without a more concrete meaning.
The suggestion that the concept of female sanctity within marriage emerged as an
e×periment to give women a more socially acceptable model of piety and holiness to
emulate seems to explain the sanctification of married women like St. Mary the
Younger. St. Mary the Younger and St. ThomaYs of Lesbos were sainted even though
they did not embody the long-held religious ideal of asceticism that was so essential
to the sanctity of earlier women. Furthermore, evidence suggests that the clergy were
against the sanctification of these women, which is why their elevation to sainthood
can only have been a reluctant change, one that may have only occurred because of
demographic crisis and societal worries over the independence that women found in
ascetic religious commitment. Additionally, the theory that the sanctification of St.
Mary and St. Thoma s was part of a reluctant experiment provides some explanation
for the lack of new female saints in Byzantium that fit this model, as well as the lack
of new female saints in general; the church discovered that it no longer needed to give
women a saintly example to follow in order to foster the ideal of the good Christian
woman.
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John Henry Lloyd

Vanessa Earley

In 1938, upon being asked who the greatest player in baseball was, a St. Louis
sportswriter replied, "If you mean in organized baseball my answer would be Babe
Ruth; but if you mean in all baseball, organized or unorganized, the answer wouid
have to be a colored man named John Henry Lloyd."1 If you say the name Babe Ruth
today, baseball fans know who you are talking about and probabiy have legendary
stories they can recite. However, if you say the name John Henry Lloyd today, not
very many fans will know who you are talking about. Despite the fact that he was
one of the greatest players of his time and, arguably, of all time, Lloyd receives little to
no recognition outside of those who study the Negro Leagues, which he played in
from 1905 to 1932.2 His status in baseball history has been hindered both by the time
in which he played and the lack of respect that the modern baseball establishment and
baseball scholars have for Negro League players.

John Henry Lloyd was born on April 25, 1884, in Palatka, FL. He was raised
mainly by his grandmother following his father's death and his mother's remarriage.
Leaving school after elementary school, Lloyd began working and playing on the local
amateur team. He eventually moved to Jacksonville while still a teenager, where he
began playing for a semipro team, the Young Receivers.3

His professional career began in Macon, GA, as a catcher with the Macon
Acmes.4 He soon became considered a "baseball wunderkind" in the South and was
able to move to the North and gain a position on the Cuban X-Giants in 1906.5 Lloyd
went on to play in Philadelphia beginning in 1907, where he began playing shortstop,
the position for which he would gain acclaim forfi

Lloyd soon found fame in both the United States and Cuba as a premier
shortstop and hitter. During his prime, Lloyd bounced from team to team; he later
stated, "Wherever the money was, that's where I was."7 And wherever Lloyd went,
success seemed to follow him. He was consistently among the top batters in the
league, with some of his higher batting averages being .373 in 1916, .333 in 1920, and
.349 in 1923.8 While playing in the Cuban Winter League for many years, Lloyd was
also consistently at the top, putting up impressive batting averages like .400 in 1910
and .393 in 1915.9 Defensively, he was considered to be one of the best in the game.
Frank A. Young, a sports editor for the Chicago Defender, wrote in 1942, "He started his
professional baseball career as a second baseman, but as the years rolled in, Lloyd was
better at shortstop where he was second to none - white or black."1° Lloyd earned
the nickname "El Cuchara," or the shovel, in Cuba because of his propensity to scoop
up dirt with the ball while fielding.11.

Later in his career, slowed down by age, Lloyd shifted from the more physically
demanding shortstop position, going between first and second base, and also
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began managing. However, even though he had played for over twenty years,
Lloyd was still a formidable force on the field. He posted a batting average of
.563 in 1928, at the age of 44.1 According to box scores in the New York Age,
there were occasions when Lioyd hit perfectly in games, going 6 for 6 in a double
header on July 27, 1929, and going 3 for 3 in a game on May 24, 1930.13 He also
gained a reputation for being a strong leader and example for his players, earning
the nickname "Pop." A commentary in the New York Age creating a Negro League
all-star team spelled out how Lloyd was thought of: "Lloyd is the daddy of them
all. Fielding, hitting, running and throwing and a wonderful field general. I would
also make him captain of the team."14 Before leaving the game, Lloyd left one
more important mark: he helped break down the color barrier at Yankee Stadium
in 1930, playing in the first African American game ever at the stadium.15

Following his lengthy career, Lloyd retired to Atlantic City, NJ, and worked as a
janitor for the Atlantic City school district in addition to playing on semipro teams
until 1942, when he quit at the age of 58.1 Though he had no children of his own, he
became a father figure to many of the children of Atlantic City:

The youngsters cluster about him between sessions. They caI1 him "Pop" and
love to listen while he spins baseball yarns of the past. Sometimes they refuse to
break away from him and "Pop" had to pick them up bodily and carry them into
their classrooms. He is their hero, this big, soft-hearted, soft-spoken, congenial
man with a tired look in his eyes, but the bubbling spirit of youth in his heartJ

Lloyd later served for many years as the commissioner for Atlantic City Little League,
who later named a field in his honor. John Henry Lloyd died of arteriosclerosis on
March 19, 1965, twelve years before he was elected to the Baseball Hall of Fame.Is

During his time, Lloyd was commonly known as the "black Honus Wagner" and
was considered one of the best players in baseball, white or black.19 Today, for the
scholars and former players of the Negro Leagues, Lloyd's name still stays near the top
of the list of the greatest players ever. Several books and articles taking surveys of
past players and historians on who shouid be named to the all time greatest players'
list for the Negro Leagues include John Henry Lloyd among the most mentioned.2°
However, despite the respect Lloyd got from his contemporaries and continues to get
from scholars of the Negro Leagues, his name rarely comes up when the greats of
baseball are recalled outside of a discussion of the Negro Leagues. One is pushed to
wonder why this is, considering the career LIoyd led. What reasons could there be
that Lloyd is not recognized today?

One reason that comes to mind is that of simple statistics. If Lloyd simply did
not stack up as a player to the other, more recognized players, his lack of recognition
might be understandable. If, compared to other Negro League players, both his
contemporaries and later players, and compared to Major League players, Lloyd's
batting averages and fielding were not as good, or did not place him among the top
notch players of either league, the lack of acknowledgement could be understood.
However, a look at Lloyd's statistics puts him in the company of many great players,
white or black, and, in many cases, put him above them.

While most of the statistic books compiled on the Negro Leagues do not include
fielding statistics, from what is written on Lloyd one can deduce chat, defensively
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speaking, he was a top rated player. "He was a graceful fielder, with exceptionai
range, who glided across the infield from second base to third, snatching hits from
frustrated players."21 As mentioned before, he was often compared to Honus Wagner,
considered to be one of the best shortstops ever to play in the Major Leagues. Connie
Mack once said, 

"You 
could put John Henry Lloyd and Honus Wagner in a paper bag,

and whichever one you pulled out, you couldn't iose."22

Lloyd was also a top notch hitter in the Negro Leagues during his era and his
numbers stack up favorably against those players of the later Negro Leagues. He held
single season batting averages that were in the top five in thirteen years of his career,
placing him with the likes of Oscar Charleston and Joe Williams, as well as later
players like Josh Gibson.23 Not many have come close to Lloyd's best single season
batting average of .563; Josh Gibson's closest was .462.24 Lloyd is also in the top ten
of the Negro League players in lifetime batting averages, with an average of .337.25

It would also be errant to say that Lloyd's batting averages did not compare to
those of the white major leaguers. While it can be difficult to fairly compare the
statistics of the black and white players, as the length of their seasons differed and the
reliability of Negro League statistics is not always very good, some generalizations can
be made. By looking at the batting champions of Major League Baseball, one can see
that Lioyd would have held his own. The highest single season average in Major
League Basebali is Roger Homsby's 1924 record of .424, significantly lower than
Lloyd's .563.2s Lloyd's batting averages were, for the most part, consistently close, if
not higher, than the major league's highest averages in the same years.27 Lloyd's
lifetime average of .337 would also place him in the top twenty of ali-time major
league leaders, placing him ahead of players like Stan Musial, Cap Anson, and Joe
DiMaggio.2s

As I stated above, these statistics are not completely comprehensive nor are they
adjusted to take into consideration things like season length, but the overall point is
made that Lloyd would deserve to be recognized if the basis for recognition rested
solely on statistics. So, if it is not for the fact that he was not a good enough player,
what other factors could come into play which would keep Lloyd from being a
recognizable figure?

One such factor could be that he played in an earlier era of the Negro Leagues,
one which received little publicity. Even a cursory glance at newspapers at the
beginning of Lloyd's career show that the first black teams received little press
attention as compared to white baseball, even in African American newspapers. For
example, Lloyd played for the Chicago-based Leland Giants in 1910, a team which is
considered one of the best ever assembled.29 In 1910, one of Chicago's white
newspapers, the Chicago Evening Post, had very few mentions of the Leland Giants,
mostly consisting of simple listings of games to be played; there were only a couple of
instances when specific players were even mentioned.30 The Evening Post's sports
page was, however, dominated by news of the two white Major League teams, the
White Sox and the Cubs.3 That same year the African American newspaper, Chicago
Defender, rarely printed box scores or accounts of the Leland Giants' games; when
they were included, they often were given a very small portion of the page.32 In
contrast, the Chicago Defender in 1910 often carried at least a quarter of a page of news
regarding white baseball during the season.33 As African American baseball often
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went virtually unreported in the early years, those who did not make an effort to find
out about it probably knew very little, and players like Lloyd did not receive the same
recognition later players received who benefited from more press attention.

The later players, such as Josh Gibson and Satchel Paige, are also more
recognizable today because they were playing around the time of integration, a time
in which white fans and the baseball establishment were paying more attention to the
Negro Leagues. Prior to the signing of Jackie Robinson, there were many failed
tryouts involving some of the Negro League stars, like Robinson and Sam Jethroe;
these tryouts, and the failure of teams to sign black players, were brought to the
attention of Americans by the press, such as columnist Dave Egan and sportswriter
Sam Lacy.34 Following the signing of Jackie Robinson, white owners began scouting
and raiding the Negro Leagues for talent, pressured both by the success of other teams
who had signed black players and by the increasing emphasis on integration in Major
League Baseball. Players like Roy Campaneiia, Larry Doby, Sam Jethroe, and Dan
Bankhead, who were all former Negro Leagues players signed to the majors, may have
been pushed into obscurity had it not been for the fact that Major League Baseball had
decided to integrate at that time and was looking for black talent.3s Lloyd and his
contemporaries, playing before the period of integration, did not have the benefit of
this attention from the press and Major League Baseball.

Lloyd is also a victim of history; historians really did not pay much attention to
the Negro Leagues until the 1970s, after which Lloyd and most of his contemporaries
had passed away. The early Negro League players are sorely underrepresented in oral
histories and interviews conducted by historians because of this fact. Included in the
table of contents of some of the books which compiled these interviews are the debut
years of the players interviewed. The earliest debuts of players in these books fall in
the mid 1920s, twenty years after Lloyd's debut in professional baseball.36

These later Negro League players who are included in orai histories and
interviews do not aiways remember players like Lloyd because they were not around
at the same time. There are some younger players who were managed by Lloyd who
had first hand experiences with him. One such player is Bobby Robinson, who had
this to say: "Pop Lloyd was playin' then. He was an outstanding player. A class by
hisself. He could do it ai1."3z However, players like Robinson are few and far
between. Usually any comment made about Lloyd in interviews is based on hearsay
from older players who told them stories. Representative of this is a comment made
by Quincy Trouppe: "Willie Wells was the greatest shortstop in my time, and some
people say of all time. I guess most old-timers go with John Henry Lloyd, but I never
saw him."3s Because the players of Lloyd's era are not around to contribute their
stories to the annals of history, their stories are lost and the recognition that some of

them deserve is lacking.
Another factor that could play a role in the lack of recognition for Lloyd could be

contributed to the lingering effects of racism that still inhabit the baseball
establishment today. Unfortunately, the baseball establishment and baseball scholars
and enthusiasts have not been quick to right the wrongs of the past. They are often
unwilling to consider Negro League players in recognizing the greats of the past and,
when it does occur, it is often with an air of tokenism.

Negro League players are rarely mentioned when baseball writers and historians
compile lists of what they consider the greatest players of all time. For example, an
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article in the Society for Baseball Research's journal hypothesizing on what kind of
salaries baseball greats would make if they played today does not include one Negro
League player that did not play in the majors for an extended period of time, such as
Roy Campanella. The authors state,

The selection of oid-time players...is based strictly upon our judgment. We have
included most of the twentieth-century Hall of Fame players, and we have
attempted to include all other quality players as well as the more commonly
recognized players...We believe that we have not overlooked any hitters or
pitchers who might be ranked in the top 50 of each table.39

The authors mention that they included "most of the twentieth-century Hall of Fame
players," but they did not include any of the Negro League players who, by 1992
when the article was written, had been inducted in to the Hall of Fame. They also
state that they tried to include other "quality players," but they did not see fit to
include the quality players of the Negro Leagues. While, admittedly, it would be
harder to formulate the Negro League players' salaries than for the white players, if
the authors, as baseball scholars, were really committed to including all quality players
and Hail of Fame members, they would have made an effort to include the Negro
League players who had been shut out of the majors by the color line.

While the baseball establishment has moved in some aspects to recognize the
Negro League players, they too often fall into the trap of quotas and tokenism. For
example, letting nine Negro League players into the Hall of Fame in the 1970s was
seen as a major step, but baseball also considered it a completed step at the time. In
1971, the Hall of Fame created a Special Committee on the Negro Leagues to select a
group of Negro League players who deserved recognition.4° The Special Committee
consisted of

five former players (Eppie Barnes, Roy Campanella, Monte Irvin, Judy Johnson,
Bill Yancey), three former 'executives' or promoters (Frank Forbes, Ed Gottlieb
and Alex Pompez) and two writers (Sam Lacy and Wendell Smith). Joe Reichler
and Dick Young also met with the committee, although they didn't vote.4I

Between 1971 and 1977, the Special Committee voted in nine players: Satchel Paige,
Buck Leonard, Josh Gibson, Monte Irvin, Cool Papa Bell, Judy Johnson, Oscar
Charleston, Lloyd, and Martin Dihigo.42 The induction of these players was a major
step in the right direction for the Hall of Fame.

However, after the Special Committee on the Negro Leagues inducted these
nine players in the 1970s, they "voted to disband, informing the Hall of Fame that
their assignment had been completed.., and the power to select Negro League players
was transferred to the Veterans Committee."43 The Hail of Fame's Veterans
Committee has inducted nine more Negro League players since the 1970s: Rube
Foster, Ray Dandridge, Leon Day, Bill Foster, Willie Wells, Joe Rogan, Joe Williams,
Turkey Stearnes, and Hilton SmithYHowever, not much has changed despite these
additional inductions. Five of these inductions stemmed from pressure from Negro
League players on the Veterans Committee, including Buck O'Neil, who, by the
1990s, were frustrated by the lack of inductions for Negro League players since the
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demise of the Committee on the Negro Leagues and demanded a separate committee.
"In 1995, the Hall finally agreed to consider Negro Leaguers on their own ballot, but
only for five years."4s There continue to be arguments for more of the Negro League
players to be inducted because they too deserve the recognition.46 However, James
Riley, the research director at the Negro Leagues Baseball Museum, is not hopeful
about the extent to which Negro Leaguers will be allowed into the Hail of Fame:
"There's still a bias against Negro Leaguers. It's residual from the original mind-set
that kept them out of the majors to start with."47

Some argue, however, that the number of Negro League players inducted into
the Hall be kept at what they consider a reasonable number. Robert Peterson made
the argument in his book, Only the Bali Was White, that

during that 1900-1947 era, the Negro percentage of America's population
remained fairly constant at ten percent. Arbitrarily, then, it could be assumed that
ten percent of the Hall of Fame members for that era should be Negroes...This
means that eight Negroes who played behind the color line should be added to
the HalI of Fame.4S

While Peterson did write his book prior to the first Hall of Fame inductions and was
attempting just to get Negro League players in the door, he does not make much of an
argument for inducting all of the players who deserve that honor. Bill James calls
Peterson's number "a modest, reasonable minimum."49 I would agree that it is a nice

minimum, a number to shoot for, but not a number to stop at. I would also agree that
the Hall of Fame should show some restraint in who they induct so as to keep
induction into the Hail a privilege and honor, not a right. However, electing eighteen
black players to the Hall of Fame when they are under much pressure, and then
essentially ignoring the Negro Leagues when they are not, says that the Hail is only
interested in filling a quota and alleviating protests, not in truly acknowiedging all
those who deserved recognition.

Despite the fact that he was possibly one of the greatest baseball players of all
time, John Henry Lloyd continues to be ignored outside of the realm of Negro League
study. Unfortunately, not much can be done to rectify the fact that the early Negro
League teams and Lloyd himself did not get much publicity. Nor can much be done
about the fact that the remaining Negro League players do not remember Lloyd, as he
played in an earlier era. However, the baseball establishment and baseball enthusiasts
and scholars can change their approach to how they handle the Negro League players.
Until they realize that the Negro League players deserve to be recognized to the fullest
extent, not just as a token gesture, players like Lloyd will continue to languish in the
shadows of history.
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Behind Stone Walls and Between the Lines:
Bethlem Doctors' Perceptions of Insanity in

Early Victorian London

Sarah McCance

Throughout the nineteenth century, British approaches to insanity's definition
and treatment underwent a fundamental restructuring. Insanity, seen in previous
centuries as a bestializing influence or a punishment for sin, increasingly came to be
recognized as an illness. Based on this idea, methods of treatment also began to
change, as approaches designed to address the mind rather than the body were
employed. However, the old stigmas remained embedded in the new language of
therapy, particularly in the works of medical officers at more conservative institutions.
An exploration of texts written by a group of doctors employed at the same asylum
within a narrow timeframe highlights the type of prejudices carried by men of their
position, offering new insights into treatment of the period and clarifying the
problems faced by nineteenth century psychiatry.

Although the history of insanity as a discipline did exist before the 1960s, it
changed so drastically during this decade that it would be almost unrecognizable to its
former practitioners. The whiggist interpretation which dominated the old
historiography portrayed the creation of asylums as the result of altruistic reform
movements designed to counteract the eighteenth century legacy of confinement and
punishment. In the second half of the twentieth century, this traditional approach has
been superceded by a revisionist narrative, with contributors from a number of fields
seeking to expose the less philanthropic motives for the creation of asylums in
industrializing societies. Although the most recent scholarship has focused on the
historical reconstruction of specific incidents rather than attempts at sweeping
narratives, many of the attitudes expressed still owe a great deai to this revisionist,
multidisciplinary spirit.

The majority of the fundamental questions about the meaning of insanity and
asylums were raised in Foucault's Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the
Age of Reason, originally published in French in 1961. It took several years for the
English-speaking historical community to feei the full impact of Foucault's
scholarship, in part because of a four-year delay in translation but more significantly
because of Foucault's position outside the mainstream of the discipline. A
philosopher and cultural analyst, he has been quoted as saying, "I am not a
professional historian; nobody is perfect," and his critics would argue that his not
being a historian should be obvious to anyone reading his work.1 He has been
accused of oversimplifying, ignoring empirical data, and mixing up dates, all cardinal
sins to the conventional historian.2 Yet, despite his inadequacies, the theoretical
groundwork he established cannot be ignored by modern-day scholars of madness.
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Foucault's argument is that in the classical period (roughly 1600-1800), the "great
confinement" swept through Europe. The insane were incarcerated at much higher
rates than before, and the idea that they, by definition, belonged in asylums became
prevalent. This was done not for their protection or rehabilitation, but to remove
them from society, essentially cutting off any dialogue between reason and madness.
Madness had nothing to contribute to society, economically or intellectually, and so
the insane were invalidated as human beings. The sane were pitted against the insane
in a struggle in "which men, in an act of sovereign reason, confine their neighbors, and
communicate and recognize each other through the merciless language of non-
madness."3 He goes on to outline various ways in which society responded to this
threat, most notably through institutionalization and the bestialization or
infantilization of the insane.

Many historians of insanity in Britain have protested against the unhesitating
application of Foucault's theories to British history by undiscerning scholars. In his
introduction to Mind-Forg'dManacles, historian Roy Porter notes several differences
between the French and English cases. He argues that the rates of institutionalization
were much lower in England, and indeed in most of Europe, than Foucauit supposes;
that the insane were not made to work in accordance with a popular ideology
regarding the value of labor; and that lunatics were not treated as cruelly as a reading
of Madness and Civilization would convey.4

At roughly the same time that Madness and Civilization was working its way into
the scholarly consciousness, Richard Hunter and Ida Macalpine published Three
Hundred Years of Psychiatry, 1535-t860. Essentially a collection of historicaI texts, this
sourcebook has been consulted by almost every student of English insanity since its
publication in 1963. The endurance of the book can be credited to the variety of
sources it contains, the length of time surveyed, and the stated goal of the authors to
treat "important themes and movements such as the development of legislation, the
mind and brain controversy, mesmerism, phrenology and non-restraint" at length.5
The efforts of Hunter and Macalpine began the process of alleviating the problem of
"how little groundwork had been done and how few studies of original material
made" up to that time.6

The work of Thomas Szasz represents a less scholarly but still important use of
the history of insanity. The Myth of Mentat Iltness: Foundations ofl a Theory of Personal
Conflict uses historical examples in an attempt to argue that "although mental illness
might have been a useful concept in the nineteenth century, today it is scientifically
worthless and socially harmful."7 A psychiatrist himself, Szasz takes pains to protect
the validity of psychiatry while emphasizing insanity as a social construction, rooted
in the times and places in which it occurs. While his arguments are considered
controversial at best, his research is an important sign of a growing interest in the
history of insanity and its treatment and has provided a number of young scholars
with fuel for argumentative papers.

One of the most notable contributors to the revised history of insanity is
Andrew Scull, a sociologist by training, whose "status as a disciplinary 'outsider' has
not prevented him from becoming one of the most influential historians of psychiatry
working today."s His first book on the subject, Museums of Madness: The Social
Organization of Insanity in Nineteenth-Century England, included a call for historians to
"transfer [their] attention away from the rhetoric of intentions and to consider instead
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the actual facts about the establishment and operation" of asylums? He proceeds to
do so through a detailed analysis of the rise and fall of asylums and the accompanying
approaches to treatment.

Like most important scholarly arguments, Scull's ideas have stimulated both
discussion and disagreement. He has been criticized for his Marxist tendencies which,
in the nature of Foucault, tend to portray the evolution of asylums as a mechanism
which removes the undesirable classes from the economic and social arena. Janet
Oppenheim condemned his willingness "to invoke the 'English ruling classes,' the
'English 

elite,' or the 'upper classes' as if they formed an undifferentiated mass
functioning in unison to suppress all threats to their hegemony."10 Porter has raised
sharp objections to his characterization of new treatment methods as an abrupt break
with previous techniques, rather than the result of a process with causal links to the
past.

Another 
"disciplinary 

outsider" whose contributions have been widely discussed
is Elaine Showalter, author of The Female Malady: Women, Madness, and English Culture,
1830-t980. A professor of English, Showalter specializes in feminist literary criticism.
In The Female NIalady, she applies this approach to the study of women and insanity,
concluding that "while the name of the symbolic female disorder may change from
one historical period to the next, the gender asymmetry of the representational
tradition remains constant. Thus madness, even when experienced by men, is
metaphorically and symbolically represented as feminine: a female malady."11 Her
work has drawn considerable criticism of both her historical and symbolic analyses.
Nancy Tomes points out that "given the numerical predominance of women over
men...and the tendency of women to live longer, the slight majority of women
in...asylums...hardly seems to constitute a 'feminization.''u Joan Busfield

corroborates and expands on this objection and adds a convincing discussion of the
male archetypes of insanity, noting that the existence of these types weakens
Showalter's connection between women and symbols of insanity.!3

Roy Porter has written extensively on the nature of insanity and its role in
English history. A social historian with an interest in a wide range of topics, including
medical history and the history of sexuality, Porter began his study of history of
insanity in 1987 with the publication of two books, The SocialHistory of Insanity and
Mind-Forg'd TPIanacles: A history of madness in England from the Restoration to the Regency.
In MindrForg'dManacles, he approaches many of the essential questions of madness--
the nature of insanity, the rise of asylums, the development of psychiatry as a
discipline--from a deeply historical viewpoint, tracing these factors over an extensive
period of time in order to ground them in the narrative of English history. In addition,
he studies the testimony of the insane, exploring the psychiatric revolution through
the eyes of its patients. Porter's work serves to integrate and contextualize previous
scholarship, heightening the academic rigor of the discipline.

All of the scholars discussed above laid an important theoretical groundwork in
the study of insanity in history. Recent authors have worked at filling in the gaps in
the narrative, writing studies of specific institutions, personalities, and phenomena
that had been overlooked in broader works. Books such as Masters of Bedlam, written
by Scull, Charlotte MacKenzie, and Nicholas Hervey, and the essential The History of
Bethlem, by Jonathan Andrews, Asa Briggs, Porter, Penny Tucker, and Keir
Waddington, which provide useful references on a specific English institution, serve as
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examples of this advance. This move toward specific histories shows the maturing of
the discipline and a deepening understanding of the historical conceptualization and
treatment of insanity, which will continue to be augmented and revised by future

studies.
The work of Roy Porter and his colleagues provides a useful overview of the

history of Britain's oldest mental institution. Founded in 1247 by Simon fitzMary as
the priory of St. Mary of Bethlehem, the building first housed lunatics in 1403. Due to
its status as a Catholic institution, Bethlem was threatened by the religious turbulence
that dominated English politics in the Medieval period. It was dissolved by Henry
VIII in the middle of the sixteenth century, but recreated as a secular institution after
the City of London petitioned for its survival. In 1619, Bethlem attracted unwanted
attention due to reports that the Master, the eponymous Dr. Hilkiah Crooke, had
embezzled large sums of money from hospital funds. Dr. Crooke was fired and the
governors attempted to improve record-keeping. The hospital moved to a new
French-inspired building at Moorfields in 1675 and then to St. George's Fields,
Southwark, in 1815.14

In addition to its age, Bethlem gained prominence in English popular mythology
as an exemplification of madness. The name Bethlem is the source of the variant
Bedlam, originally used in 1528 to specify the hospital but evolving into a term for
general lunacy and then to its present meaning of "a scene of mad confusion or
uproar."is "Bedlam scenes" were particularly popular among dramatists of the early
seventeenth century.16

Andrews and his associates note that this emergence of Bedlam in the national
consciousness may be rooted in the Governors' decision, in the 1590s, to open the
institution to the public.17 Although exact data on the number of entrants cannot be
determined, the asylum certainly developed into a major tourist attraction,
comparable in repute to Westminster Abbey. The experience of touring the wards
was portrayed as religiously and morally instructive, showing the sane the dangers of
vice, but it is unlikely that moral reflection was the primary motive for visitors. There
was also the experience of seeing the insane and hearing their ravings. In the late
eighteenth century, however, the upper classes grew hesitant about the advisability of
such visits. As a result of elite pressure, general admission to the wards was stopped
in 1770. Visiting died out, but the image of Bedlam had entered popular culture.
Twenty-four years after asylum tours ended, newspapers still ran cartoons of Bedlam,
which one would presume could be easily interpreted by contemporary audiences.la

At the turn of the nineteenth century, Bethlem was a highly-recognized but
fundamentally standard institution. Manacles and chains were in heavy usage, in part
due to the low staff-patient ratio. In 1815 it was noted that there were only four
attendants to 120 patients; a ratio used to rationalize the reliance on mechanical
restraint. Popular cures for insanity included leeching, blistering, purging, and
vomiting--all physical treatments widely used for other types of illnesses. These
conditions were not abnormal; in fact, they could readily be observed at most other
hospitals of the period.

The 1815. House of Commons Select Committee on Madhouses changed this
perception of Bethlem as a typical asylum. Intending to investigate "the conditions
endured by those insane confined in institutions, with no effort being made to gather
comparable data on lunatics in the community,"19 the evidence heard and reports
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published turned into a condemnation of the York Asylum and of Bethlem. Patients
were found chained in small, unpleasant rooms. Some were naked or semi-clothed.
The attentions of the medical staff were found wanting. The discovery of an inmate,
James Norris, who had been chained to the wall in an intricate and extremely
restricting iron apparatus for nine years, became a symbol of all that was wrong with
the institution.2° As a result of the testimony given by Bethlem employees and
outside surveyors, John Haslam, the apothecary, was dismissed in disgrace and Dr.
Thomas Monro, the hospital physician, was ailowed to resign (although his place was
taken over by his son, Edward Thomas Monro). Bethlem, one of London's most
recognizable institutions, found its reputation severely damaged by the movement
toward asylum reform which came to the fore in the early nineteenth century.

This movement was fueled by a number of factors. A general attitude of reform,
guided by Enlightenment thought, took over the popular mentality of the period,
bringing with it efforts to reform such cultural edifices as prisons and workhouses.
With regards to asylums, a growing sympathy to the insane as suffering fellow human
beings began to develop in the eighteenth century and continued to gain acceptance.
The work of Phillipe Pinei, a French physician whose A Treatise on Insanitp (first
printed in English in 1806) advocated reduced use of restraint and a turn to more
subjective, psychologically-oriented methods of treatment, provided an alternative to
the old system of confine and punish. This new philosophy of asylums, which
became known as moral management, "was a general, pragmatic approach which
recognized the lunatic's sensibility and acknowledged (albeit in a highly limited and
circumscribed sense) his status as a moral subject."21 Although the groundwork was
laid by Pinel, it was focused and anglicized in Samuel Tuke's Description of the Retreat,
published in 1813. The book contains an account of the founding of the York Retreat
in a Quaker community by the author's grandfather and an explanation of the
methods used there, which were designed to encourage a return to a rational state
through intense staff-patient interactions promoting respectable behavior. By 1815,
Description of the Retreat had impressed upon philanthropists that the insane could be
handled, and even cured, without using mechanical restraint.

The writings of Bethlem's medical officers reveal much about the issues of the
era and the underlying ideas these men held about their patients. They viewed their
work through lenses of class, gender, and religion, judging the sanity of their patients
against the standards of the times. Many of their published works also deal, directly
or indirectly, with the struggle for jurisdiction over the insane that preoccupied
medical men throughout the nineteenth century.

For most of its history Bethlem has been a very tradition-bound institution, and
as such the treatments used there during the Victorian era had a greater resemblance
to the confinement techniques of the past than the moral management approach
popular at the time. During the Lunacy Commission Hearings, Thomas Monro stated
that he was still using the treatments handed down to him by his father since he
"knew 

none better" 22 (four successive generations of Monros--] ames, John, Thomas,

and Edward Thomas--served as Bethlem physicians throughout the period of 1728-
1855). The medical staff of the hospital also published relatively little; John Monro's
Remarks on Dr. Battle's Treatise on Madness, printed in 1758, was the first written work
by a Bethlem physician, although there had been doctors in practice there for two
hundred years.23 Even after the publishing silence was broken, texts remained scarce.
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The 
papers 

that do exist can be credited in part to a growing interest in the
treatment of the insane and the debate about who should care for them. As rates of
institutionalization increased, the mad-keeping trade became highly lucrative. At the
same time, proponents of the moral management approach demonstrated that
laypersons could effectively oversee the insane in small, highly-regulated
environments, and provide what seemed to be a higher quality of care than was
available at the asylums. This combination of factors heightened competition for
available lunatics, particularly lunatics whose families were able to pay well for their

loved ones' room and board.
This jurisdictional debate was heavily entangled with one of the fundamental

questions 
of psychiatry: is insanity a disease of the mind or of the brain? Is it possible

to have a functional disorder without an organic basis? Not surprisingly, most doctors
maintained that insanity was organic in nature. Convincing the public of this
contention was a vital step in gaining control over the population of mental patients.
William Lawrence, surgeon to Bethlem from 1816 to 1867, gives a fair description of
the moral managers' position in Lectures on physiology, zoology, and the natural history of

man:

They who consider the mental operations as acts of an immaterial being, and thus
disconnect the sound state of the mind from organisation, act very consistently in
disjoining insanity also from the corporeal structure, and in representing it as a
disease, not of the brain, but of the mind. Thus we come to disease of an
immaterial being, for which, suitably enough, moral treatment has been

recommended.24

As will be discussed later, Lawrence was firmly against this assessment of the

situation.
As the century progressed, mad-doctors grew in their objection to the mind-

oriented analysis of insanity. Bryan Crowther, Lawrence's predecessor in the post of
surgeon, found no evidence that insanity was rooted in physical alterations within the
brain. In Practical Remarks on Insanity, published in 1811, he recognizes that 

"very

desirable information has been obtained [from postmortem brain dissections], in as
much as that the appearances on dissection are not to be considered either cause or effect of
insanity [emphasis added]." 25 However, he goes on to state that:

the insane are subject to diseases, incidental to such as are of sound mind...and it
is under this circumstance that the physicians to insane asylums have the twofold
opportunity of directing the necessary medicinal treatment of their patient,
conjointly with proper management; and it is in these instances that they
deservedly merit a distinction from others, who have neither been conversant nor

acquainted with mad persons.26

Elsewhere in the book, he attempts to defend medical involvement in the treatment of
the insane through alternate reasoning. His argument is that 

"it 
is true, that in many

instances Imanagement of the insane as a curative means] has induced success, when
the known medical means had certainly failed; yet judiciously combined, surely their
mutual co-operation would encourage us to hope for a more favorable termination of

the disorder, than when either is separately employed."27
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Whether Crowther is being generous to his opposition or is simpiy a man who
must be honest about his beliefs despite the consequences is unclear. However, it is
important to note that he bases his argument in doctors' familiarity with the habits of
the insane and in their ability to treat non-mental illnesses, rather than any inherent
qualification to treat insanity itself. It is possible that in this early period, eighteen
years after Pinei's mythical liberation of the inmates of BicStre and still two years
before the publication of Tuke's Description of the Retreat, the concept of moral
management was not sufficiently grounded in the English public mind as to threaten
the established order. Four years later, however, representatives of Bethlem could not
afford to take such an even-handed approach to the issue.

Hasiam's strongly-worded Considerations of the MoraI Management of Insane
Persons (1817), published after his dismissal from his job as Bethlem apothecary and"symptomatic 

of the arrogance and self-beiief that presumably enabled him to bear up
under all these trials," placed him firmly on the side of the medical profession. He
decried the "zealots of reform," who sought to alter what they did not have the
experience to understand.28 In an interesting turn of phrase, he uses the language of
philanthropy and reform to defend the established institutions:

Before the pure spirit of benevolence and christian piety devised the foundation of
charitable institutions for lunatics, these miserable objects were allowed to
wander, and considered as interdicted persons--when they became troublesome
or offensive they were whipt from tything to tything, and stockt, punished and
imprisoned [sic]. The enlightened commiseration of modern philanthropists has
afforded them every protection, as the existing public and private asylums
sufficiently evince9

He seeks to create a sense of the tradition and progress in order to defend the asylums
against lay reformers, but fails to address any of the accusations made against Bethlem
and himself.

Two years later, William Lawrence (see p.14) presented more support for the
involvement of medical doctors in the treatment of madness. His argument was
largely based in the organic interpretation of insanity. Here an intriguing discrepancy
comes to light. Lawrence states, "I have examined after death the heads of many
insane persons, and have hardly seen a single brain, which did not exhibit obvious
marks of disease."3° This is in marked contrast to Crowther's assertion that insanity
could not be detected in postmortem dissections. As Lawrence took over Crowther's
post, it is probable that they were drawing from a fairly similar demographic of
specimens, so such a discrepancy seems unlikely. Furthermore, Crowther's account
mentions two other men, an "anatomical teacher of acknowledged eminence" and
"another 

gentleman, whose anatomical skill is also acknowledged," both of whom
found little or no correlation between insanity and physicaI evidence in the brain.31

Alexander Morison, who was appointed as Bethlem's first Resident Physician in
!835, gained that position in part due to his very different approach to the issue of
medicine and insanity. In 1823, Morison began teaching courses designed to train
medical students in the techniques of treating mental disorders. He published his
lectures in 1825, and continued to revise and add to them for the next two decades.32
In the introduction to the first edition, he argues for teaching this important branch of
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knowledge in terms that leave no doubt that insanity should remain in the physician's
domain. He points out that "a knowledge of [mental disorders] is indispensable, not
only to the practitioner more immediately engaged in the treatment of diseases of the
mind, but also to every one who is called upon to give a certificate of the mental

condition of his patient."s3
These certification procedures provided a governmental iegitimization of the

doctors' campaign for authority over the insane. The requirement of a physician's
certificate of insanity was legislated in the eighteenth century as part of the 1774
Madhouses Act, which arose from a growing concern among the public about the
treatment of the insane. This early movement toward government regulation
supports Porter's contention that the changes in "appropriate" ideas of asylum
regulation and management were not a sharp break from the eighteenth century, as
Scull had argued (see p.5-6). The Madhouses Act, a "reluctant and ineffectual
intervention by the Government,"34 which created a committee for inspecting private
madhouses but gave them no power to take away licenses, also mandated 

"'that 
every

Certificate upon which any Order shall be given for the Confinement of any
Person... shall be signed by Two Medical Practitioners except 

'Pauper 
Lunatics' or

'Parish Patients' for whom only one medical certificate was required."35 The idea had
first been proposed to the College of Physicians in 1754, but they rejected the
responsibility on the grounds that "the l xecution of That Trust will be attended with
such Difficulties as will make it very inconvenient to the College to perform it."a In
the nineteenth century, however, this assumption that physicians were most qualified
to determine insanity provided an inherent authority and kept doctors involved in the
running of both traditional and moral management asylums.

As these doctors were so firmly connected with asylums and the experiences of
the insane, it is useful to explore their assumptions about the institutions and people
with which they worked. The physicians of Bethlem diagnosed their patients
according to contemporary standards of sanity, which included specific judgments on
correct behavior according to class, gender, and religion. Evidence of these
assumptions can be found interspersed throughout their writings. These references,
although rarely overt, provide valuable insights about the medical mindset and, by
extension, the treatment received by the inmates of Bethlem.

Several sources indicate that the pauper and moneyed lunatics were perceived
very differently. A now-infamous exchange between Dr. Monro and a member of the
Committee on Madhouses during the 1815 hearings illustrates this attitude (italics are

the words of the interviewer):

What are your objections to chains and fetters, as a mode of restraint?
They are fit only for pauper Lunatics; if a gentleman were put into irons, he

would not like it...

What idea do you fix to the words, that a gentleman would not like irons?
In the first place, I am not accustomed to gentlemen in irons; I never saw anything
of the kind: it is a thing so totally abhorrent to my feelings, that I never considered

it necessary to put a gentleman in irons.

Do you or not think that a man in a superior rank of life is more likely in a state of insanity
to be irritated by such a mode of confinement, than a pauper Lunatic?
Most assuredly.3z
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Given that Dr. Monro, in this excerpt and elsewhere in his testimony, displays no
moral objection to the use of mechanical confinement, his belief that he "never
considered it necessary to put a gentleman into irons" is an unusual statement. Taken

as a whoIe, however, this sentiment betrays a strong class consciousness and a belief
that class and background not only shapes a man while sane, but aiso while in the
grips of insanity. Immediately prior to this statement, Monro testifies that the
function of irons is to prevent madmen "from being riotous and mischievous."s8 The
implication, then, is that gentlemen, even insane gentlemen, are less prone to this sort
of behavior. In addition, Mo o betrays a belief that it is inherently wrong to put a
gentleman in chains, aithough he has no objection to chaining paupers. This
distinction carries an unspoken acknowledgment of the idea that paupers and
gentlemen are entirely different species of men, and as such must be treated
differently.

This belief in the intrinsic difference between social classes may be rooted in the
civilizing power of education. In Alexander Morison's Outlines of MentalDiseases, the
author notes that "education conducted with too great severity may lead to insanity;
but the opposite extreme is the more common cause of it--an education not

conducted on the principle of bringing the inclinations and affections under the
control of religious and moral principles, and of repressing ideas of hurtful tendency,s9
Education served a psychological as well as an intellectual function, training the
person to function under socially-espoused "religious and moral principles." A greater
degree of this type of education would contribute to the more tractable nature of
gentlemen, as portrayed by Monro.

The inability to use one's education was recognized as a fact legitimately noted
in the discussion of insanity. Outlines of MentalDiseases includes, in a section on the
physiognomy of insanity, the picture of a man who "had received a good education,
but indulgence in solitary vice brought on a state of general imbecility."40 There is a
definite cause-and-effect relationship established between his imbecility and his
"solitary 

vice," implying that moral turpitude is a gateway to madness. This is not the
only example of moral or religious interpretations of madness by doctors. Bryan
Crowther explicitly links religious devotion with sanity in Practical Remarks on Insanity.
He describes a "furiously deranged madman" who, when he realized that he was
about to die, 

"requested 
a person to sit down and pray with him...he earnestly joined

in the devotion. Which circumstances, I think, fully justify the conclusion, that had
his insanity been occasioned by the diseased appearances, manifest on opening the
head, such lucid interval couid not have taken place [emphasis added]."41 A proper
sense of Christian piety, then, is taken as a definite sign of lucidity.

This type of religious or moral judgment is particularly evident in discussions of
homosexuality. In The Physiognomy of MentaI Diseases, Morison includes a particularly
virulent discussion of "monomania with unnatural propensity," describing it as

a variety of partial insanity, the principaI feature of which is an irresistibie
propensity to the crime against natt re. This offence is so generally abhorred,
that...the punishment...is death, formerly rendered more dreadful by burning or
burying alive the offender. Being of so detestable a character, it is a consolation to
know that it is sometimes the consequence of insanity; it is, however, a
melancholy truth, that the offence has been committed in christian countries, by
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persons in full possession of their reason and capable of controuling [sic] their
actions, and it is said to be still more prevalent in countries where the purifying
and restraining influence of the christian religion does not prevail.42

Here Morison decries homosexuality while reaffirming the rationalizing influence of
Christianity. He does not, however, establish an absolute correlation between
homosexuality and insanity. This loophole allows for judgment o£ homosexuality
without confining oneself to the language of treatment and cure.

In addition to the poor, the uneducated, and those of unorthodox sexual
orientations, women were also uniquely paired with insanity in the minds of
physicians. Although it is probable that Showalter's case is exaggerated (see p. 5-6),
there is certainly evidence that women were considered uniquely susceptible to
certain illnesses due to the nature of their constitutions. Morison's Outline of Mental
Diseases outlines three phases in a woman's life that were considered iikely to bring
about insanity: "the efforts of the constitution in establishing the menstrual
discharge,...the puerperal [or postpartum] state, [and] the critical period of female
life,"4 or menopause. Haslam corroborates this idea, noting that 

"in 
females who

become insane the disease is often connected with the peculiarities of their sex."44 He
goes on to use women's supposedly im ate sense of decorum as a justification for the
necessity of medical involvement in the field of mental illness, stating that 

"the

education, character, and established habits of medical men, entitle them to the
confidence of their patients: the most virtuous women unreservedly communicate to
them their feelings and complaints, when they would shudder at imparting their
disorders to a male of any other profession; or even to their own husbands."45 These
impressions combined paint a picture of women as the victims of their own
unpredictable biologies, hesitant to impart the unsavory details of their illnesses to

any but the most qualified of men.
The medical staff of early nineteenth-century Bethlem had definite

preconceptions about their clientele based on their class, gender, sexuality, and
propriety of religious devotion. Specific groups were made insane by specific defects
in their makeup, defects not present in upper-class men. Their attitudes reveal a
definite grounding in the beliefs and value structures of their time period, which in
turn influenced their approaches to treatment. As such, their beliefs have played an
important role in the development of British psychiatry.

The history of psychiatry, the study of how human beings think, has been
dominated by increasingly complex ideas of treatment. It has also been the story of
how the insane experienced life at the hands of their keepers, doctors, and therapists.
Developments at Bethlem in the early nineteenth century demonstrate the status of
the discipline at this juncture in the crucial reformulation of the insane as ill human
beings rather than sub-humans forsaken by God. The writings of Bethlem physicians
demonstrate that, although the language of discussion changed, contemporary moral
schema and financial interests influenced the images of insanity, even in professional
texts. This type of analysis serves to highlight not only the preconceptions of that
time period, but also more current problems with the mental health industry. An
exploration of the societal norms enforced by late twentieth-century therapeutic
discourse could highlight the flaws of the modern system and help to advance the
discipline.
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More Than Rosie:
A Look Beyond The Image

Carissa Reidel

The image that comes to mind when thinking of women working in war

production 
factory jobs during World War II is most commonly Rosie the Riveter.

Women are viewed by the majority of today's population as called to work during the
war by patriotic duty. Rosie worked because there was a war, because her country
needed her, and because she needed to protect her loved ones. Nowhere in this image
does the need for money or professional opportunities ever emerge. Were such
women simply motivated by the patriotism of the era or were they influenced by
other motives? If so, why has such a representation not been acknowledged and

presented to the public?
The U.S. government promoted and produced the notion of a patriotically

motivated woman working in war production factories, and this view has persisted
ever since. Contrary to this is the experiences of the women working in such jobs,
their motivations and experiences and how they relate to the image promoted by the

government. 
The motivations of the women working in the factories during World

War II varied greatly and were much more complicated than the image promoted by
the government would suggest. Women were motivated by patriotism as well as
financial opportunities. Still, the oversimplified notion of women as motivated by

patriotic 
duty persisted because it was the portrayal that society wanted to accept and

that has been overwhelmingly presented since the end of World War II.
The scholarship on women working in war production factories is a rather

recent field of study. The subject itself is sixty years old, and only in the last thirty

years 
has enough time passed for historians to feel adequate distance from the subject

to study it objectively. Much of this work is deeply influenced, directly or indirectly,
by the women's movement. Many of the studies about women in the factories during
World War II were written in the 70s when feminism was gaining momentum, or
written later by women influenced by the changes in society and thinking due to the
movement. At its core, such work is trying to expand women's history as well as the

understanding of women in industrial jobs.
The scholarship of women in war production jobs is also grounded solidly in the

tradition of social history. It looks at the creation of societal gender roles and how
they changed in response to women in factories, as well as how the women changed.
It also examines the societal tools which were used to recruit women. Research about

women involved in war production is often found in works on the American home
front, as well as in works solely on women in the war effort. Works on the home
front show the nature of total war and how it affected the general population in ali
aspects of life. Studies which focus solely on women's participation in the war effort
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show the importance of the women's contributions and the variety of the work which
they did.

A major portion of the research concerning women in war production factory
jobs is collections of oral histories of those who worked in such factories. Studs
Terkels' works, 

"The 
Good War".. An Oral History of World War Two and What Did You

Do in the War, Grandma?, are such examples of coliections of oral testimonies.1 Works
of this type show the experiences of individuals during the war and the challenges
they faced. Sherna Berger Gluck's work, Rosie the Riveter Revisited: Women, the WaJ, and
Social Change, and Nancy Baker Wise and Christy Wise's work, A Mouthful of Rivets,
record the personal testimonies of women working in factories during the war, and
then present them in a manner which argues the historians points of views.2 Their
work shares the experiences of women in factories, but also puts forth an argument
that these women were motivated by a wide range of factors, and that they were a
diverse group with varied backgrounds and circumstances. Gluck and the Wises argue
that women had more motivations, such as financial motivations, for working than
has been the common perception.

Other studies focus on the process of how women became a major presence in
the work force during the war and analyze their experiences. The scholarship focuses
on many things, such as the use of propaganda to mobilize women to work in the
factories. It looks into propaganda produced by the government, such as posters and
songs, and propaganda produced by the media, such as magazines, newspapers, and
advertisements. All of the propaganda shows women as extremely patriotic and
capable workers. The studies show the women's experience in factories, such as how

the women got along with fellow male employees, how the women were trained, the
jobs they occupied and the consequences such work had on their family lives. It gives
insight into women's motivations, and describes what the environment in factory
work was like.

In her book, Creating Rosie the Riveter.. Class, Gender, and Propaganda during World
War Two, Maureen Honey predominately looks at women's employment in factories
as well as general employment patterns before the war and the consequences that
such work had on society. Honey argues that the war provided an opportunity for
women to enter into a realm of work that they had not previously been allowed to
enter and that the government and industry created an extensive propaganda
campaign to justify this shift to the public. She looks at this campaign by analyzing
magazines, such as Post, Ladies Home Journal and McCall" s, as well as popular fiction
and advertisements. Honey shows how such items depicted the government's
message and its portrayal of working women. As she states, "All indications are that
the magazine industry was at least aware of propaganda needs and tried to cooperate
within the restrictions of editorial policies."s Honey argues that working women were
part of a war effort and had opportunities to move up in their occupations. The role of
propaganda was to justify the employment of women in industry to the public and
women themselves. The government needed women and it used all available
resources to break down images of femininity and gender roles to get that labor force.
By analyzing in detail the propaganda and the government's own documents, Honey
came to the conclusion that propaganda was used to mobilize women and justified
doing so by claiming it was simply their civic duty, nothing else. She states, "The
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more forceful view was that women took war jobs out of duty, not because they
would benefit from them personally."4 Honey argues that such work changed women
and, though many were forced out of their jobs following the war, the experience
stayed with them and led to future tension between women and society over their

desire to work.
Leila J. Rupp, who wrote Mobilizing Women for War: German and American

Propaganda 1939-1945, argues that propaganda was a vital tool in the mobilization of
women to work in war production factories. Rupp states, "The correlation between

intensive propaganda and successful mobilization does not mean that the women
entered or did not enter the labor force solely in response to propaganda."s Other
factors, such as "financial incentives," which were not part of the governmental
campaign, also influenced women to enter the labor force. The role of the propaganda
takes on the dimensions of justifying using women in the labor market to society.6
Rupp states that, "Propagandists intended to persuade, but they may in fact serve the
function of informing the public."7 Therefore, the use of studying propaganda is not to
see how it affected women primarily, but to see how society reacted to it and how
society's response then affected the women. Rupp's main argument is that the
changes in women's roles were only temporary and returned to prewar conditions
after the war due to society's unwillingness to let gender roles be permanently altered.
Therefore, both Rupp and Honey look at the experiences of women working in war
factories differently. Each look at the influences of society and government, but
Honey argues women's roles were changed by the war even if only slightly, while
Rupp argues that such roles were unaffected in the long run by the war. Both
historians' work is typical of scholarship focused on women working in war
production factory jobs during World War II.

Another facet of the scholarship that is equally prominent are detailed analyses
of the government's campaign to entice women into the factories. There are many

historians who have dedicated their time to analyzing the government's media
message. Some examples of such works are Visions of War: World War I1 in Popular
Literature and Culture and Mightier than the Sword: How the News Media Have Shaped
American History.8 These works analyze the image that was being projected to society
during the war and what impact that message of the patriotically motivated women
could have had on those of the time and their actions. In short, they analyze the
power of media on people's lives and argue much along the lines of Honey and Rupp.

The historians studying women working in war production jobs during World
War II have focused the women's mobilization and experiences in detail. By putting
together the scholarship of Gluck, Wise, Honey and Rupp, one gets a more complete
idea of women working in the war. One receives a fuller picture of how society and
the government perceived women and how the women perceived themseDes and
their situation. Only in this manner does a more complex image and discussion of
such women emerge. What emerges from all of the varying scholarship is that women
were portrayed as solely working in the factories because it was their civic duty, but
in reality this was a simplification of the women's motivations to work.

The most common image of a working women during World War II is Rosie the
Riveter, a woman motivated by patriotism to join the workforce. Such an image was
part of the propaganda produced by the U.S. government. The government was faced
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with a labor shortage problem and, to continue the production of essential war items
such as planes, tanks and ammunition, the government needed workers to sustain
production levels. The solution, as stated by the War Production Board, was "large
numbers of women who do not normally consider themselves a part of the industrial
labor supply," who would provide the labor needed. The reasoning for such a choice
was that the government viewed the women as a relatively untapped labor resource
that would suppiy a temporary workforce? From the onset, officials in the U.S.
government put forth an image about the kind of women that should be filling
industrial jobs. The government always assumed these workers would be women
who were housewives or who had no previous work experience. They would simply
be a temporary labor supply to fill jobs left behind by soldiers.

The government produced images to recruit women workers that were directly
influenced by its views of the type of women which it thought would be employed.
The campaign's primary tool was patriotism. As Doris Weatherford states, "Over the
radio came the call for women workers; the air waves informed, cajoled, persuaded
and, most of all, appealed to one's patriotism," much the same way that all media
recruited for jobs.1° Consequently, the message was clear to women: their country,

husbands, and brothers needed them. It was their duty to work. As Gluck states, "Self
sacrifice was required to bring their husbands and sons home safely and to preserve
the way of life they cherished."11

Such ideas can be seen in the example of Rosie the Riveter. The poster of Rosie
projects the images of a strong capable woman, one who can meet the demands of
production and the needs of the nation (see Appendix A). Other posters conveyed and
reinforced the patriotic feeling by proclaiming "'Victory is in Your Hands,' 'Shopgirl
Attacks Nazis,' and (trying to allay [societies] nagging doubts) 'War Workers Stay
Womanly.''12 There is also a song about Rosie the Riveter which expands the
character's public exposure. The song informs the listener about Rosie's life and
reasons for working (see Appendix B). In the song, Rosie works every day "all day
long" for the war effort. Not only is she working for the war effort, but Rosie is also
working to "[protect] Charlie," her boyfriend who is a Marine. The point of the song
is that it is one's duty to make sacrifices for the country and to help the war effort, to
help loved ones. To do anything less suggests that one is not a true American, that one
is not "red, white and blue."13

Another series of posters that highlights the government's views of women
workers is a series titled Jenny on the job. Posters of Jenny on the Job were produced by
the U.S. Public Health Services and depicted things that reiated to women's health and
factory work. At the same time, they reinforced traditional perceptions of women.
The posters depicted a young, slender and attractive woman. They showed Jenny
engaged in various activities such as lifting boxes and eating. The posters were titled
such things as, Jenny on the Job Eats Man Size Meals, Jenny on the Job Wears Styles
Designed for Victory, and Jenny on the Job Lifts Weight the Easy Way (see Appendix C, D,
and E). The implications are that "Jenny" must do manly things like eat "man size
meals" and lift weight if she works in the factories, but she must also be feminine,
even in her work pants that are designed for victory (simply being functional and safe,
while giving the factory uniform a glamorized look.) 4 The posters romanticized
women in such jobs; Jenny is always happy and sweet looking and maintains
distinctly feminine qualities.
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Thus while the major appeal of war work as promoted by the government was
patriotism, the government attempted to promote factory work as alluring and
feminine, while still keeping the image of work as a man's job.Is The government
wanted to portray women's work as exciting and enchanting because, prior to the
war, women in the work force carried a "stigma of economic necessity" and as one

author states, "one of its most effective strategies was to glamorize the working
woman" in eliminating such necessity. The image that was not promoted by such
posters is that of women working for financial need and occupational opportunity.
Rather, women like Rosie and Jenny are portrayed as still being feminine and only
temporarily working in factories out of duty to their nation and loved ones. As Susan
M. Hartman states, "the intent of such messages was to associate women with the
durable goods production and heavy labor, they reinforce the traditional notion that
women were essentially delicate and sexually alluring."17 Doing this, the government
justified employing women though it went against current gender roles. Portraying
women and their jobs as exciting and feminine by the government was a tool to ease
the transition of women entering such jobs and to ease society's fears. As Rupp states,

Perhaps glamorizing of war work signified an attempt to ease the transition from
the apron-clad housewife of the prewar image to the woman war worker in
pants• Rosie the Riveter, like the flapper, was exotic in appearance, even perhaps
in lifestyle. But the new image did not mean that the ideal American woman had
changed beyond recognition• Beneath her begrimed exterior, she remained very

much a traditional woman,is

Women may have been taking on new roles, but the government was careful to show
that they were the same and would return to their prewar lifestyles when the time

came.
Government and industry never viewed female employees as permanent

fixtures. In fact, married women workers were viewed as working 
"only 

to enable the
19

• '7' lefamily to buy extras, wh, single women were working until they were married.
Such a perception was the opposite of male workers, who were seen as the person
responsible for earning a living to provide for their families. It was therefore
commonly believed that it was the male's traditional role to work while woman's true

c, erole was one of homemaker. Hartmarm states, Becaus the work was conceptualized

ideologically as sacrifice for a national cause, and women were representations of
sacrifice, the implicit message that women could do all kinds of work was muted and
eventually silenced altogether."2° Therefore, the justification for women working in
factories as patriotic response, counteracted the reality that women were capable of

doing men's work.
The government's perception and portrayal of the female workforce was not

representative of the women that actually responded to governmental recruitment.
Many of these women had worked in factories before World War II. In a survey done
in March of 1944, of all women working, "61 percent had been working before Pearl
Harbor, 17 percent had been too 5zoung or unable to work, and only 22 percent had
been housewives."2t Such findings suggest that the government did not correctly
characterize the female labor force. Whereas the government promoted and argued
that the women recruited into factory work would have been homemakers, in reality
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the women who responded were those who had previously worked outside the
home. These statistics show that there may have been more than the governmental
argument of patriotism motivating women.

Still, the images of patriotically motivated women working in production
factories which were perpetuated during the war years, had an impact on the
perceptions of these women. Society was informed of women's roles during the war
repeatedly through the same posters, songs and other recruitment tools focused
towards women. If women had separate motives or women had already worked, the
public was generally not informed of this. Rather, the image that the public perceived
was the one the government gave them. Therefore it seems natural then that society's

predominate image of women working in the factories was of patriotic individuals
who would return to previous gender roles upon the end of the war.

Companies in Springfield, OH, also sent messages about women working in
factories as a patriotic duty, reinforcing the idea of what women's roles were
supposed to be and promoting the same images as the goven nent. Robbins & Myers,
a locaI Springfield company often simply called R & M, produced war goods for the
armed services. One of the major items R & M produced was the sub-assembly units
for the Norden Bombsight equipment, as well as, hoist, cranes and exhaust fans for
the army and navy.22 The company received the Army-Navy "E" award for excellence
due to its "outstanding production record" and it continued to receive added white
stars for its sustained excellence in production.23 Much of the work that the company
did was supported by a large number of female employees working on the factory
floor. The company created its own newsletter, the R & M Co-Operator which was
distributed to its employees monthly. In 1943, the Ladies Day section of the Co-
Operator, written by the female employees, estimated that twenty five percent,
roughly 5,000 members of the Springfieid workforce, was female, up from 1917-
1918's fifteen percent. In the company itself, 1,250 women were employed in 1943
versus 880 during World War I.24 The article discusses the important roles of women
in war production and how women railied to the factories to fill essential positions
while championing their success. The article validates the women who worked for
the nation, and serves as a celebration of the accomplishments of women. The
women of the company who produced the article rejoiced over the abilities of women
to help the war effort as well as their abilities to gain numbers in the workforce.

The writers also addressed society's fear of such work "unsexing the women."

One stoW that the authors of Ladies Day share shows that women would not be
"unsexed," but would stay feminine: "While the cameraman was setting up the picture
machine, every girl in sight was fussing with her black hair. Miss Miller snickered as
she looked into the stern eye of the camera, then forgot all about production records,
left her lather and ran off to 'doll up a bit.' ,,25 The stoW shows that women can work
in factories but, ultimately, women will always embrace their feminine roles. It
reiterates that factories were not the place for women and that their presence was
only temporary, that, as Rupp states, "inside her coveralls, [there was] the same
prewar woman who cooked, cleanedand cared for her family."2s The message that
comes across to the female employees reading the article is to be proud of
accomplishments and abilities, but also not to challenge gender roles.

An article in the Ladies Day section of the January 15, 1944, edition of the R & M
Co-Operator urges female employees of the company to recruit more women. It told of
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the 
plight 

of women across the world who were involved in the war effort and urged
women to bring more women in to help the war effort. It championed sacrifice for
one's nation and portrayed that sacrifice as minimal pain compared to the alternative.
In the end the article's sole purpose and mode of recruitment was that 

"Uncle 
Sam

needs these girls."27
In general, the Ladies Day section of the R & M newsletter projected a traditional

image of gender roles to the women that worked in its factory. The section was
devoted to domestic, non-work related, issues which faced women, like the duties of
running a home. In fact, the section appeared more as a mini magazine focused on
women rather than a factory newsletter. Ladies Day was always one page out of the
total R & M Co-Operator, but the focus of the section was always on beauty tips and
cooking recipes, such as how to care for your skin in the winter weather and how to
keep brown sugar from getting hard.2s The rest of the Co-Operator is about working in
the 

plant, 
how many new trainees there were, letters published from employees in

the armed services, poems by employees, general gossip such as who went where for
vacation and who was sick, and information on output and the use of the goods
manufactured there. In one way or another everything in the newsletter but the Ladies
Day section was tied to life within the company or to the war. Ladies Day was a
section that reinforced the roles of women at the time, the role of homemaker and
maintaining femininity. Rarely did it focus on the role that women held in the factory.
These same themes of reinforcing traditional roles of women caused tension within

the larger community of Springfield as well.
The Springfield Daily News offered an outlet for the public to talk to one another

and to voice many of the public's wartime controversies. On June 25th, 1942, page
four is the Public's Forum, the op-ed section. In the section, a letter addressed a
controversy that had been going on within Springfield. The over women wearing
slacks in public; a local minister had called such action immoral, and, in the words of
the author, "[condemning] them to hell."2 The debate was partly based on factories'
female employees, for they wore slacks to work to be practical and as a safety
measure. But the other part of the debate was over women wearing slacks outside the
factory. As one resident stated, "A lot of women are doing wonderful and patriotic
work in the present war, but there are a lot of others who just want to 

'show 
off' in

front of men."3° Such actions caused uproar among the community because
traditionally women did not wear slacks, and men did. The action seemed to suggest
to the public the loss of women's femininity, which would alter existing societal
gender roles. Some men accepted the fact that women could wear slacks, but grieved
that it was allowed and acceptable: "I am willing to concede the loss of our pants, age-
old symbol of our dominance, as the major home front casualty of this war."31 Such
men believed that wearing pants caused women to lose the 

"esthetic 
value of exalted

femininity which men normally gave them." 32 Many men and others were worried
about women losing their role and becoming more like men, gaining power and
prestige. Still some people responded with the argument that such clothing was
common sense: "slacks are a very. practical mode of dress for our women war
workers, and dresses are very dangerous around moving machinery." 

3 
Others

responded with respect for women and the work that they were doing: 
"The 

women
slack wearers are trying to earn a living and they are giving their best efforts toward a
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successful termination of our country's war effort."34

Women working in the factories also took part in the debate. They pointed to
the work they were doing as justification of their dress and demanded respect for such
work:

The next time some of you males, and some females as well, are tempted to
give some verbal or written criticisms, stop and think. Most of us are working in
factories, where dresses are out-of-place. We are of necessity doing work formally
done by men. They didn't wear skirts and dresses did they? ...Working in a
factory is no picnic, you know.3s

Women demanded to be recognized for what they had been doing, for supporting the
nation in its war effort, for working long hours doing hard jobs, and for supporting
themselves. While justifying women wearing pants, the debate reiterates such changes
in women's work as patriotically driven. Women worked out of "necessity," or, better
stated, patriotic duty, and when the men returned they would have their jobs back.

Still, the dispute shows that the images that were being promoted to society and
the changes women went through caused tension. Members of society knew that
women were needed for the war effort, that without women in the factories the
soldiers and the war machine could not continue. The community was informed of
this daily in the government's call for ai1 to sacrifice, in rationing, buying bonds, and
work. However, when women worked in the factories in Springfield and challenged
societal gender roles, it made the generai public uncomfortable. Women were seen as
becoming more like men and less like women, and the foundation of society seemed
shaken and its members voiced their opinion. The government's response, and the
response of the industry, was that women were not losing their femininity. They
were simply using their skills in different ways and would soon return to their
traditional jobs. Women's skills in the home were praised for preparing them for the
workforce and women were portrayed as feminine and glamorous in their jobs, as
Jenny on the Job or the tale of Miss Miller in the Springfield R &M Co-Operator.

The U.S. government created an image of women workers in factory jobs during
World War II as civically minded and society accepted that fully. But was such an
image really representative of the women's motivations to work? What the
government promoted and how society responded shows an interesting aspect of the
factories, but is there an aspect being ignored, such as financial opportunities? Is there
more to the experiences of women in the factories?

The only way to know if the government's portrayal of women's motives for
worldng in factories during World War II is correct is to compare it to the women's
own words. The wealth of recent scholarship that documents oral histories from these
women allows one to do this. Looking at such sources gives a more diverse image of
women and their reasons to choose such war production work.

In 1943, a woman named Josephine von Miklos published a book called I Took a
War Job, which chronicled her choice to take a war job and her experiences. Von
Mildos, who had already held a job in the fashion industry as well as a Ph.D., left her
job to work in a factory. To yon Miklos her world of fashion seemed frivolous and
unrealistic in the face of the war: "To hell I said, with penthouse studios and cocktails
and fashion shows and driving through Central Park at dusk, where the building are
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purple 
and breath-taking. To hell with dreaming of bigger and better jobs, and of

making love to Fifth Avenue." s In essence, yon Miklos was purely motivated by

patriotism. 
She felt that she needed to help her nation. Therefore, she sacrificed the

life she had in favor of a new one which was devoted to the war effort, the need for
money never factored into her decision. She was overqualified, alone, and in a job that
she did not 

particularly 
like, but she did it because she was helping her country. It is

this 
patriotism 

which carried her and gave her strength to deal with the challenges she
faced in factory work: "Yes, fighting and working in war plants are grim business, but
somebody's got to do it, and it might as well be me. And, anyway, it is the only way I
know in which I can say, thanks, .America, thanks for everything, I've had a

wonderful time."3z
Other women were also motivated to work because of patriotic reasons. Doris

Whitney had a reaction similar to von Miklos. She had been living a life that revolved
around 

gambling 
and horse racing and one day thought to herself, 

"Jeez, 
I'm living this

indolent life, and the war is going on. I should do something serious." 
38 

She joined
the war effort by working in an aircraft factory. Faiga Fram Duncan remembers a
woman who she called Bataan Mother. Her son was captured when Bataan fell and
she did not know whether he had lived or died, but it was for him that she worked.
For the 

personal 
reason of helping her son and the patriotic reason of helping the men

in the armed forces, she returned to work each day/9
However, such women who worked for their fighting brothers and husbands

were truly unrepresentative of the whole. As Gluck states, 
"In 

reality only one in ten
new women workers had husbands in the service. (And only 8 percent of all women
were married to service men.)"4° While such women who appear singularly motivated
for 

patriotic 
reasons existed, there were also women who worked for financial

reasons, for the opportunity, and for a combination of reasons.
Some women were greatly motivated by the money that could be made in the

factories. A historian stated, "Some women saw an opportunity to earn more money
than was 

possible 
in the lower-paying, more traditional 

'women's' 
jobs of that

period."41 
They were motivated by the money that they could save for their lives after

the war, that they could use to help their families, and money that was their own.
Katie Lee Clark I ight and her husband were so motivated by the money that was
involved in the war production factories that they left their home in E1 Paso and
moved to the West Coast so they could both take jobs. 

"Of 
course, being young, we

wanted to 
go 

where the big money was. At that time, that was good money. I
remember I made, I thinl< it was $50 a week."42 It was for the money that she, as well
as her husband, decided to radically change their lives, something that went against
the 

governmental 
image. Knight saw a chance to improve her situation and she took it

and fully embraced the opportunity. The money that was saved was used after the
war to better her situation by buying a house: "We went back to E1 Paso after that,

before we started traveling, and bought a home."43
Tina Hill also worked in the plants that created products for the war effort.

When a friend told her that there was lots of money to be made in war plants, enough
to not have to ' work in the hotel or motels," she took her advice and got a job. Her
reaction to the job was excitement about the increase in pay: 

"And 
what I liked about

it was the money. I felt like if I could make more money, I could do more with it."44
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Hili went to work in factories because the pay was good and she could "do more with
it," such as provide better for her family, get a better living space and even have
money of her own to spend on herself. Polly Crow chose her job because it allowed
her to 

"have 
her cake and eat it to [sic];" she could work the swing shift and still be

home during the day to take care of her son, as well as earn money to save for later:"I'm 
gonna start sockin' it in savings and checking too so's we'll have something when

our sweet little Daddy comes home."45 Not only was she motivated by the money
and her ability to save it, but the money was her own and it gave her power and
excitement to be in control of her own finances: "Opened my little checking account
too and it's a grand and a glorious feeling to write a check all you own and not have to
ask anyone for one."4

Women were motivated by money and by patriotism, but these incentives were
not necessarily separate from each other. Weatherford states, "Given the opportunity
of earning their own paychecks and the satisfaction of contributing to the war efforts,
millions were glad" to work in the factories.47 Often women were motivated by both
patriotism and money, as well as other things. Margarita Salazar McSweyen worked
for Lockheed subassembly plant in Los Angeles during the war. To her, the time was
an exciting one to be living in, a time of struggle and full of new experiences: "it was
exciting and being involved in that era. You figured you were doing something for
your country-and at the same time making money."48 For McSweyen, the need to

help her country was a reason for work, and made her feel good to have a job, w ch
she needed to help support her family, and she could also contribute to the war effort.
Althea Bates Gladish, who operated a machine in Massachusetts, also shows the same
tendency of money and patriotism both being motivating factors: "The money
however was not the most important point of my working that summer. It was kind
of a patriotic duty."49 To her, the money mattered, but so did the war.

Other factors that influenced women were the opportunity to work or the
ability to have a better job that had not been previously offered to women. The job
was important to women because they needed it and the opportunities in war
production factories were a step up from the traditional employment which women
had been offered. The Wises argue that "some women saw the opportunity to earn
more money than was possible in the lower-paying, more traditional jobs of that
period."s° For some, work was just a natural experience. Geraldine Amidon Berkly
always knew she would work like all the other women in her family: "Working
during the war didn't change my mind about working. I was always going to be a
career person. It never entered my mind that I'd do anything else."sl But the war

production factories gave her an opportunity which she took, and it allowed her to
work in new kinds of jobs. When working in factories she made sure that she worked
men's jobs: "I was adamant about getting a man's job. Every time I applied
somewhere, I wanted to take a man's job."s2 The war factories allowed her to do
men's jobs, like riveting, that she would not have had before and it "broadened" her
view on life. After going to work in a war production factory, Mildred Admire Bedeli
also had a new perspective on life; shetook hold of the opportunity to work during
the war and always kept a job: "I was a mother with three children, and I had
graduated from high school and had no idea of how to work. I had no career. All of a
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sudden, I was making money, I was head of a household, and it made a different

person 
of me. I had never been without a job since that day."53

However, the truth was that women took jobs in war production factories
because it 

provided 
better opportunities. Honey argues, 

"The 
flood of positive images

of working women promoted non-working women to expand their vision of what life
could offer," to strive for something more than house work. s4 Those that had never
worked before, as well as those who had in different jobs, liked the opportunity and
did not want to quit. A survey "taken in 1944 revealed that seventy percent to eighty

percent 
of women in war production areas planned to remain in the labor force after

the victory was won, and they wanted to keep the jobs they were then performing."Ss
The women wanted to keep their jobs even after their soldiers returned; this does not
support the patriotic image of the female worker gladly giving up her job to return to
the kitchen. This can be seen by the exit patterns of women at the end of the war.
Women who had never worked before did not quit when the men came back, but
held on to their jobs until they were fired to make room for the returning soldiers.
This showed that patriotism was not the only reason for working because, if it was,

then the women would have gladly quit.
Women were motivated by more than the governmental image of patriotism.

The image is not inaccurate but oversimplified because it does not show that financial
concerns and job opportunities that interested women. The question that then arises
is why does the image of patriotically driven women working in war production
factories still exist if it is a simplified image? Why have the other images and
motivations of such women are not recognized? Rupp suggests that the image of
women may have changed drastically during war but that the image does not change
because the larger culture never viewed it as a permanent change. She states, 

"The

economic role and the popular image of women may change drastically in the course
of a modern war, but basic ideas about women's proper sphere, characterized by
cultural lag even in the case of long-term economic developments change little."Ss
Basically, during the war the image of women changed, but after the war it reverted to
its common perception. Members of society did not want to change and only did so
temporarily to accomplish what it needed to win the war. The government intended
that the use of women in such jobs would be temporary, "the mode of adaptation of

public 
images assured that the wartime range of options would contract once again in

peacetime," 
and so it promoted an image which would recruit women for a short

period 
57 Therefore, society was not ready to accept the role of women as workers,

equal in ability and strength to men, after the war.
Society chose to not recognize the motivations of women working in factories

during the war other than patriotism because such motivations went against the
traditional gender roles it was trying to reinforce. The simple fact is that, as Rupp
states, "the mobilization propaganda directed at women allowed the public to accept
the participation of women in unusual jobs without challenging basic beliefs about
women's roles."Ss Since the propaganda of the government did not hurt the image of
women's roles, its message could be remembered and passed on through the years
and not interfere with societal messages. It became a part of the war memory and the
nostalgic view of women working in war production factories.

By looking at women's experiences and motivations, a new image of these
women can be recovered and shared. To do this, more co munities need to take the
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oral histories of the women who worked in war production factories during World
War II. The scholarship that exists is a start which sparks interest and discussion, but
it is one that is generally focused mostly on women in major urban coastal areas.
Smaller communities across the United States need to record these women's
testimonies while they still have the chance. They need to talk to these women to
find out what motivated them, and to learn of their experiences during the time. This
will provide a wealth of new information and discussion. If such testimonies are taken
and more scholarship is written to explore the complex, differing experiences of
women working in war production factories it will allow these women and their
stories to emerge from behind the patriotic shadow of Rosie the Riveter and de-
simplify the image of women in war production factories.

Appendix A

"Rosie the Riveter"

Bird, William. Design for Victory: World War lI Posters on the American Home Front.
New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1998.
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Appendix B

"Rosie the Riveter"
by Redd Evans and John Jacob Loeb

All the day long,
Whether rain or shine,
She's a part of the assembly line.
She's making history,
Working for victory,
Rosie the Riveter.
Keeps a sharp lookout for sabotage,
Sitting up there on the fuselage.
That little girl will do more that a male will do.
Rosie's got a boyfriend, Charlie.
Charlie, he's a Marine.
Rosie is protecting Charlie,
Working overtime on the riveting machine•
When they gave her a production "E,"
She was as proud as she could be.
There's something true about,
Red, white, and blue about,
Rosie the Riveter.

Miller, Alan and His Orchestra "Rosie the Riveter," Songs that Won the War:

Rosie the Riveter. LaserLight Digital 12 499.

Appendix C

• 51'"Jenny on the Job Eats Man Size Meal

Jenny on the Job: Eats Man Size Meals.
Washington D.C.: United States Public
Health Service, 1943.
http://www.library.northwestem.edu/otcgi/

digilib/llscgi60.exe.
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Appendix D

"Jenny on the Job
Wears Styles Designed for Victory"

Jenny on the Job: Wears-Styled Designed
for Victory. Washington D.C.: United States
Public Health Service, 1943.
http://www.library.northwestern.edu/
otcgi/digilib!Ilscgi60.exe.

Appendix E

"Jenny on the Job
Lifts Weight the Easy Way"

Jenny on the Job: Lifts Weight the Easy Way.
Washington D.C.: United States
Public Health Service, 1943.
http://www.library.northwestem.edu
otcgi/digilib/ilscgi60.exe.
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